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Subconvexity for L-Functions on GL3 over Number Fields
Zhi Qi
Abstract. In this paper, over an arbitrary number field, we prove subconvexity bounds for
self-dual GL3 L-functions in the t-aspect and for self-dual GL3 ˆ GL2 L-functions in the
GL2 Archimedean aspect.
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1. Introduction
There is a great interest in upper bounds for the central values of L-functions. The
subconvexity problem is concerned with improving over their convexity bound resulting
from the Phragme´n-Lindelo¨f convexity principle.
The subconvexity problem for GL1 and GL2 over arbitrary number fields was com-
pletely solved in the seminal work of Michel and Venkatesh [MV]. More recent work on
the subconvexity for GL2 over number fields may be found in [BH, Mag1, Mag2, Wu1,
Wu2, Nel].
Xiaoqing Li [Li] made the first progress on the subconvexity problem for GL3 in the
t-aspect and GL3 ˆ GL2 in the GL2 spectral aspect. For a self-dual Hecke–Maass form π
of SL3pZq and the family B of an orthonormal basis of even Hecke–Maass cusp forms for
SL2pZq, she established the averaged Lindelo¨f hypothesis for the first moment:ÿ
fPB
e´pt f´Tq
2{M2L
`
1
2
, πb f ˘` 1
4π
ż
R
e´pt´Tq
2{M2 ˇˇL` 1
2
` it, π˘ˇˇ2 dt Îπ,ε MT 1`ε ,(1.1)
for T 3{8`ε ď M ď T 1´ε , where 1
4
` t2
f
is the Laplace eigenvalue for f . As a consequence
of (1.1) and the non-negativity of L
`
1
2
, πb f ˘ due to the self-dual assumption, she obtained
the subconvexity bounds
L
`
1
2
` it, π˘ Îπ,ε p1 ` |t|q11{16`ε , L` 12 , πb f ˘ Îπ,ε p1` |t f |q11{8`ε .(1.2)
In the same framework, Blomer [Blo] proved the subconvexity for twisted GL3 and GL3ˆ
GL2 L-functions in the q-aspect:
L
`
1
2
` it, πb χ˘ Ît,π,ε q5{8`ε , L` 12 , πb f b χ˘ Î f ,π,ε q5{4`ε ,(1.3)
where χ is a quadratic Dirichlet character of prime modulus q. Their works are rooted
on the remarkable paper of Conrey and Iwaniec [CI] on the cubic moment L-functions
for GL1 ˆ GL2. A recent advance on the path of Conrey and Iwaniec is the work of
Young [You], in which he introduced new analytic techniques to prove the hybrid Weyl-
type subconvexity bound
L
`
1
2
` it, χ˘ Îε pq`1` |t|qq1{6`ε , L` 12 , f b χ˘ Îε pq`1` |t f |qq1{3`ε .(1.4)
Later, in the spirit of Blomer and Young, Nunes [Nun] improved Xiaoqing Li’s exponent
11
16
in (1.2) into Blomer’s 5
8
in (1.3).
In this paper, we shall prove subconvexity results in the t-aspect for GL3 and the GL2
Archimedean aspect for GL3 ˆGL2 over arbitrary number fields. The Voronoı¨ summation
formula for GL3 of Ichino and Templier [IT] is used in its full generality, with the aid of
the asymptotic formulae of Bessel functions for GL3 in [Qi1].
As explained in §9, there are technical issues to generalize the analysis of Xiaoqing
Li to number fields other than Q, so, instead, our approach is inspired by the works of
Blomer, Young, and Nunes. As for the strategy, briefly speaking, Xiaoqing Li uses the
Voronoı¨ summation twice, while we use the Voronoı¨ summation once, followed by the
large sieve.
For other related works, see for example [Ivi, Pet, PY1, PY2, PY3, MSY, Hua, Qi3].
For subconvexity results for GL3 over Q without the self-dual assumption, we refer
the reader to the papers of Munshi, Holowinsky, Nelson, Yongxiao Lin, et. al., [Mun1,
Mun2, Mun3, Mun4, HN, Lin, SZ, Agg, Sha, LS, Sch].
1.1. Statement of Results. Let F be a fixed number field of degree N. Let S8 denote
the set of Archimedean places of F. As usual, write 3|8 in place of 3 P S8. For 3|8, let
N3 be the degree of F3{R.
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Let π be a fixed self-dual spherical automorphic cuspidal representation of PGL3 over
F. LetB be an orthonormal basis consisting of Hecke–Maass cusp forms for the spherical
cuspidal spectrum for PGL2 over F. For f P B, let ν f P C|S8| be its Archimedean
parameter such that either ν f , 3 is real or iν f , 3 P
`´ 1
2
, 1
2
˘
for every 3|8; we may readily
assume that ν f , 3 P r0,8qY i
“
0, 1
2
˘
.
We are concerned with the GL3 ˆ GL2 Rankin–Selberg L-functions Lps, π b f q for f
in the family B and the GL3 L-function Lps, πq. The following is our main theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let notation be as above. Let ε ą 0. Let T,M P R|S8|` be such that
1 Î T ε3 ď M3 ď T 1´ε3 for every 3|8. Set NpT q “
ś
3|8 T
N3
3 and N
6pMq “ ś3|8 M3.
Assume that T3 ě NpT qε for every 3|8. Define BT,M to be the collection of f P B
satisfying |ν f , 3 ´ T3| ď M3 for all 3|8, and define RT,M to be the intersection of the
intervals rT3 ´ M3, T3 ` M3s for all 3|8. Thenÿ
fPBT,M
L
`
1
2
, πb f ˘` ż
RT,M
ˇˇ
L
`
1
2
` it, π˘ˇˇ2 dt Îε,π,F N6pMqNpT q5{4`ε ,(1.5)
with the implied constant depending only on ε, π, and F.
Remark 1.2. The assumption T3 ě NpT qε (3|8) is used to make the contribution from
exceptional forms negligible and to address some issues with the infinitude of units.
For f P B, define its Archimedean conductor C8p f q “ Cpν f q by
C8p f q “ Np1 ` |ν f |q2 “
ź
3|8
p1` |ν f , 3|q2N3 .
By the non-negativity theorem of Lapid [Lap], we have
L
`
1
2
, πb f ˘ ě 0.(1.6)
As a consequence of (1.6), we derive from (1.5) the following subconvexity bounds by
taking M “ T ε .
Corollary 1.3. Let notation be as above. We have
L
`
1
2
` it, π˘ Îε,π,F `1` |t|N˘5{8`ε ,(1.7)
and
L
`
1
2
, πb f ˘ Îε,π,F C8p f q5{8`ε ,(1.8)
if |ν f , 3| ě C8p f qε for all 3|8.
1.2. Subconvexity for GL2. With the Archimedean analysis of this paper, following
Young, one should be able to establish the Weyl-type bound (or even the hybrid bound):
L
`
1
2
, f
˘ Îε,F C8p f q1{6`ε .(1.9)
For F “ Q, this is a result of Ivic´ [Ivi]. For arbitrary F, Han Wu [Wu2] has a uniform
subconvexity bound with weaker exponent.
Let φ be a fixed spherical Hecke–Maass cusp form for PGL2 over F. By combining
(1.8) and (1.9), with π “ Sym2φ, we obtain
L
`
1
2
, φb φb f ˘ Îε,φ,F C8p f q19{24`ε .(1.10)
In comparison, when F “ Q, Bernstein and Reznikov [BR] proved
L
`
1
2
, φb φ1 b f ˘ Îε,φ,φ1 |t f |5{3`ε .(1.11)
1.3. Remarks on Hybrid Subconvexity. Let χ be a quadratic Hecke character for F
of prime conductor q. In light of the works of Young [You] and Blomer [Blo] in the case
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F “ Q, the following hybrid subconvexity bounds
L
`
1
2
` it, π b χ˘ Îε,π,F `Npqq`1` |t|N˘˘5{8`ε ,
L
`
1
2
, πb f b χ˘ Îε,π,F `Npqq2p1 `C8p f qq˘5{8`ε ,(1.12)
should hold, at least when |t|,C8p f q ě Npqqε . This is believed by Nunes [Nun] for
F “ Q, and has been confirmed privately by the author for F “ Q or Qpiq. It seems
that (1.12) can be verified whenever the class number hF “ 1, though the group of units
might cause some trouble. In general, one has to compute certain non-Archimedean local
integrals which should be transformed eventually to the character sums studied by Conrey
and Iwaniec. The transformation could be quite intricate in view of Blomer’s computations
in [Blo, §6]. Recently, Nelson [Nel] generalized Conrey–Iwaniec to general number fields,
and he might provide us some hint for this.
1.4. Features of Analysis over Complex Numbers. The main difficulty in the anal-
ysis over C is the lack of suitable stationary phase results in two dimensions. Considerably
more efforts are needed particularly for the Hankel transform and the Mellin transform; the
former was studied in the author’s previous work [Qi3]. We would rather not to discuss
the technical details—It is more worthwhile and interesting to present here the features of
certain trigonometric-hyperbolic functions arising in the phases.
To start with, the function trhpr, ωq “ ρpr, ωqeiθpr,ωq that occurs in the Bessel integral
on C is given by
ρpr, ωq “
c
cosh 2r ` cos 2ω
2
, tan θpr, ωq “ tanh r tanω.
Since trhpr, 0q “ cosh r and trhpr, π{2q “ i sinh r, one expects that the r-integral behaves
as if it is the Bessel integral on R` or R´ when sinω or cosω is small, respectively.
After the Hankel transform, we obtain a new function trh6pr, ωq “ ρ6pr, ωqeiθ6pr,ωq
defined by
ρ6pr, ωq “ cosh 2r ´ cos 2ω
cosh 2r ` cos 2ω, tanpθ
6pr, ωq{2q “ sin 2ω
sinh 2r
.
It is certainly a pleasure to see the square-root sign gone. More important is the symmetry
in trh6pr, ωq reflected by the identities:
B2 log ρ6
Br2 “ ´
B2 logρ6
Bω2 “
B2θ6
BrBω,
B2θ6
Br2 “ ´
B2θ6
Bω2 “ ´
B2 log ρ6
BrBω ,
which play a critical role in our analysis after the Mellin technique.
Finally, we remark that, at the stage of theMellin technique, new phenomenon emerges
in our analysis for cos 2ω in the vicinity of 0 (for | sinω| and | cosω| nearly equal).
Notation. By X Î Y or X “ OpYq we mean that |X| ď cY for some constant c ą 0,
and by X — Y we mean that X Î Y and Y Î X. We write X ÎP,Q, ... Y or X “ OP,Q, ...pYq
if the implied constant c depends on P, Q, . . . . Throughout this article NpT q Ï 1 and each
T3 ě NpT qε Ï 1 will be large, and we say that X is negligibly small if X “ OApNpT q´Aq
(or OApT´A3 q) for arbitrarily large A ą 0.
We adopt the usual ε-convention of analytic number theory; the value of ε may differ
from one occurrence to another.
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Part 1. Number Theoretic Preliminaries
2. Notation for Number Fields
Basic Notions. Let F be a number field of degree N. Let O be its ring of integers and
O
ˆ be the group of units. Let D be the different ideal of F. Let N and Tr denote the norm
and the trace for F, respectively. Let dF be the discriminant of F. Denote by A the ade`le
ring of F and by Aˆ the ide`le group of F.
For any place 3 of F, we denote by F3 the corresponding local field. When 3 is non-
Archimedean, let p3 be the corresponding prime ideal of O and let ord3 or 3 itself denote
the additive valuation; occasionally, p3 also stands for the prime ideal in O3. Denote by D3
the local different ideal. Let N3 be the local degree of F3; in particular, N3 “ 1 if F3 “ R
and N3 “ 2 if F3 “ C. Let | |3 denote the normalized module of F3. We have | |3 “ | | if
F3 “ R and | |3 “ | |2 if F3 “ C, where | | is the usual absolute value. Let r1 and r2 be the
number of real and complex places of F, respectively.
Let S8 or S f denote the set of Archimedean or non-Archimedean places of F, re-
spectively. Write 3|8 and 3 ∤8 as the abbreviation for 3 P S8 and 3 P S f , respectively.
For a finite set of places S , denote by AS , respectively FS , the sub-ring of ade`les with
trivial component above S , respectively above the complement of S . The modules on AˆS
and FS will be denoted by | |S and | |S respectively. For brevity, write A f “ AS8 and
F8 “ FS8 .
Additive Characters and Haar Measures. Fix the (non-trivial) standard additive
character ψ “ b3ψ3 on A{F as in [Lan, §XIV.1] such that ψ3pxq “ ep´xq if F3 “ R,
ψ3pzq “ ep´pz ` szqq if F3 “ C, and that ψ3 has conductor D´13 for any non-Archimedean
F3. We split ψ “ ψ8ψ f so that ψ8pxq “ ep´TrF8pxqq (x P F8).
We choose the Haar measure dx of F3 self-dual with respect to ψ3 as in [Lan, §XIV.1];
the Haar measure is the ordinary Lebesgue measure on the real line if F3 “ R, twice the
ordinary Lebesguemeasure on the complex plane if F3 “ C, and that measure for whichO3
hasmeasure NpD3q´1{2 if F3 is non-Archimedean. We defined the Haar measure dˆx of Fˆ3
as in [Lan, §XIV.2]; dˆx “ dx{|x|3 if 3|8, and dˆx “ NpD3q1{2Npp3q{pNpp3q´1q ¨dx{|x|3
if 3 ∤8, so that Oˆ3 has mass 1 (this is slightly different from [Lan]).
We remark that the module, measure and additive character on F8 “
ś
3|8 F3 are
chosen differently in [BM1]. For example, they use | | for both real and complex 3, their
additive measure differs from ours by a factor 1{π or 1{2π if 3 is real or complex, respec-
tively, and their additive character is epTrF8pxqq instead of ep´TrF8 pxqq.
Ideals. In general, we use Gothic letters a, b, c, . . . to denote nonzero fractional ideals
of F, while we reserve m, n, d, f, q, and r for nonzero integral ideals of F. Let p always
stand for a prime ideal. Let Npaq denote the norm of a. If α P Fˆ, we denote by pαq the
corresponding principal ideal. If a is a fractional ideal, we shall often just write αa for the
product pαqa.
Given θ P R|S8|` with
ř
3|8 N3θ3 “ 1, for each principal fractional ideal a, we choose
once and for all a generator, which we denote ras, so thatˇˇras ˇˇ
3
— NpaqN3θ3 , 3|8;(2.1)
such a choice is guaranteed by Dirichlet’s units theorem (see [Lan, §V.1]). Later, we shall
set θ3 “ logT3{ logNpT q.
For each nonzero fractional ideal a, we fix a corresponding πa P Aˆf so that ord3paq “
ord3pπa, 3q for all 3 ∤8. Set δ “ πD. For brevity, write a3 “ aO3.
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Let CF be the class group and hF be the class number of F. We shall use the notation
a „ b to mean that a and b are in the same ideal class. We choose a set rCF of integral ideals
that represent the class group.
Characters and Mellin Transforms. For 3 Archimedean, define the (unitary) char-
acter χ iν,mpxq “ |x|iν3 px{|x|qm (x P Fˆ3 ) for ν P R and m P t0, 1u(“ Z{2Z) if F is real, and
m P Z if F is complex. Let pa3 denote the unitary dual of Fˆ3 . We shall identify pa3 with
Rˆt0, 1u or RˆZ according as 3 is real or complex, respectively. Let dµpν,mq denote the
usual Lebesgue measure on R ˆ t0, 1u or R ˆ Z, respectively. For notational simplicity,
we shall write the summation on Z{2Z or Z as integration.
For f pxq P L1pFˆ3 q X L2pFˆ3 q, define its (local) Mellin transform f˘ pν,mq by
f˘ pν,mq “
ż
F
ˆ
3
f pxqχ iν,mpxqdˆx.(2.2)
The Mellin inversion formula reads
f pxq “ 1
2πc3
żż
pa3 f˘ pν,mqχ iν,mpxqdµpt,mq,(2.3)
where c3 “ 2 if 3 is real and c3 “ 2π if 3 is complex. Moreover, by Plancherel’s theorem,ż
F
ˆ
3
| f pxq|2dˆx “ 1
2πc3
żż
pa3
ˇˇ
f˘ pν,mqˇˇ2dµpν,mq.(2.4)
Let pa “ ś3|8 pa3 be the unitary dual of Fˆ8. For pν,mq P pa, define χ iν,m to be the
product of χ iν3 ,m3 . Let dµpν,mq be the Lebesgue measure on pa. In an obvious way, the
formulae in (2.2)–(2.4) extend onto Fˆ8 and pa.
3. Automorphic Forms on GL2
In this section, we briefly recollect some notation and preliminaries, mostly for the
statement of the Kuznetsov formula of Bruggeman and Miatello for PGL2. For simplicity,
only spherical automorphic forms on PGL2pFqzPGL2pAq are considered. The reader is
referred to [Ven] for further discussions.
We denote by Z the center of GL2. Let PGL2 “ GL2{Z as usual. Define
N “
"ˆ
1 r
1
˙*
, A “
"ˆ
x
1
˙*
, P “
"ˆ
x r
y
˙*
.
We denote by K “ K fK8 the standard maximal compact subgroup of PGL2pAq. For
each non-Archimedean 3, let K3 “ PGL2pO3q. Note that PGL2pFq X K f “ PGL2pOq
(the intersection is taken in GL2pA f q). Let K3 “ O2pRq{t˘12u if 3 is real. Let K3 “
U2pCq{t˘12u if 3 is complex.
We identity NpF8q with F8 and ApF8q with Fˆ8, and define their measures accord-
ingly. For 3|8, we normalize the Haar measure on K3 so that K3{ApF3q X K3 has measure
1. Thus the measure of K3 is 2 or 2π according as 3 is real or complex. Again, our measure
on the hyperbolic space PGL2pF3q{K3 is different from that in [BM1] or [Ven].
3.1. Archimedean Representations. In this paper, we shall be concerned only with
spherical representations of PGL2pF8q.
Let a be the vector space Rr1`r2 . We usually identify R with its image under the
diagonal embedding R ãÑ a. Let aC be its complexification. Let Y Ă aC be the set of ν
such that ν3 P R or iν3 P
`´ 1
2
, 1
2
˘
. We associate to ν “ pν3q3|8 in Y a unique spherical
unitary irreducible representation πpiνq of PGL2pF8q. Namely, ν determines a character
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of the diagonal torus via ˆ
x
y
˙
Ñ
ź
3|8
|x{y|iν33 , x, y P Fˆ8,
and we let πpiνq be the irreducible spherical constituent of the representation unitarily
induced from this character. The spherical πpiνq is tempered if and only if ν P a. Let dν be
the usual Lebesgue measure on a. We equip a with the Plancherel measure dµpνq defined
as the product of
(3.1) dµpν3q “
#
ν3 tanhpπν3qdν3, if 3 is real,
ν23dν3, if 3 is complex.
Moreover, we define the function Plpνq to be the product of
(3.2) Pl3pν3q “
#
coshpπν3q, if 3 is real,
sinhp2πν3q{ν3, if 3 is complex.
Note that 2r2´r1 ¨ Plpνqdµpνq is the measure used in [BM1, Ven].
We must fix, once and for all, a spherical Whittaker vector corresponding to each
πpiνq, with respect to the character ψ8 on NpF8q. We chooseWiν to be the product ofWiν3
so that
(3.3) Wiν3
ˆ
x3
y3
˙
“
$&% |x3{y3|
1{2
3 Kiν3p2π|x3{y3|q, if 3 is real,
|x3{y3|1{23 K2iν3p4π|x3{y3|q, if 3 is complex.
Finally, for V P a` “ Rr1`r2` , we define
NpVq “
ź
3|8
VN33 , N
6pVq “
ź
3|8
V3.(3.4)
We define the conductor of ν P Y to be Cpνq “ Np1` |ν|q, namely,
Cpνq “
ź
3|8
p1 ` |ν3|qN3 .(3.5)
Moreover, we set C6pνq “ N6p1` |ν|q,
C6pνq “
ź
3|8
p1 ` |ν3|q.(3.6)
3.2. Automorphic Forms. We shall be interested in the space of spherical automor-
phic forms, that is, functions in L2pPGL2pFqzPGL2pAqq that are (right) invariant under
K.
We fix an orthonormal basis B for the cuspidal subspace that consists of eigenforms
for the Hecke algebra as well as the Laplacian operator (Hecke–Maass cusp forms). Each
f P B transforms under a certain representation πpiν f q of GL2pF8q, for some ν f P Y. We
have the Kim–Sarnak bound in [BB] over the field F:
|Impν f , 3q| ď 7
64
, 3|8.(3.7)
The Fourier coefficients a f pa, αq are indexed by a pair consisting of an ideal class and an
element of F. To be precise, a f pa, αq are defined so that
f p
ˆ
πa
1
˙
g8q “
ÿ
αPFˆ
a f pa, αqa
NpαaDq
Wiν f p
ˆ
α
1
˙
g8q, g8 P GL2pF8q,(3.8)
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where πa P Aˆf is a representative of a. It should be kept in mind that a f pa, αq vanishes
unless α P a´1D´1 and only depends on the ideal αa. We therefore set a f pmq “ a f pa, αq
if m “ αaD. These a f pmq may be interpreted in terms of the non-Archimedean spherical
Whittaker function with respect to the additive character ψ f on NpA f q. We denote λ f pmq
them-th Hecke eigenvalue of f . We normalize in such a way that the Ramanujan conjecture
corresponds to |λ f ppq| ď 2. As usual, there is a constant C f so that
a f pmq “ C f λ f pmq(3.9)
for any nonzero integral ideal m. See [Ven, §2.5] for more details.
For s P C, define via the Iwasawa decomposition the function
fsp
ˆ
x r
y
˙
kq “ |x{y|s`1{2, x, y P Aˆ, r P A, k P K,
and define the Eisenstein series Epg; sq by
Epg; sq “
ÿ
γPPpFqzGL2pFq
fspγgq, g P GL2pAq,
for Repsq ą 1
2
and by a process of meromorphic continuation in general. For our purpose,
we only need the knowledge of its Fourier coefficients aEpsqpmq “ a f pa, αq (m “ αaD) for
m nonzero. Precisely, we have
aEpsqpmq “ CEpsqη
`
m, s` 1
2
˘
,(3.10)
where
ηpm, sq “
ÿ
b|m
N
`
mb´2
˘s´1{2
, CEpsq “
Ppsq
ζFp2s` 1qNpDqs ,(3.11)
ζFpsq is the Dedekind ζ function for F, and Ppsq is the product of
(3.12) P3psq “
#
2πs`1{2{Γ`s` 1
2
˘
, if 3 is real,
2p2πq2s`1{Γp2s` 1q, if 3 is complex.
See for example [Bum, §§3.7, 4.6]. A subtle issue is that the results in [Bum, §4.6]
are proven for ψ3 of conductor O3, but this may be easily addressed by re-scaling the
character ψ3px3q and the Haar measure dx3 (say, ψ3px3q “ ψ63pδ3x3q and dx3 “
a
|δ3|3d6x3).
Moreover, the P3psq in (3.12) arises from a computation of Jacquet’s integral. Note that
the definition of P may be extended from C to aC “ Cr1`r2 and that
|Ppiνq|2 “ 22r1`3r2πr2 ¨ Plpνq, ν P a.(3.13)
3.3. Kuznetsov–Bruggeman–Miatello Formula. We first make a preliminary defi-
nition.
Definition 3.1. Let b, q be fractional ideals with b|q. We set pb{qqˆ to be those ele-
ments x P b{q which generate b{q as an O-module. For x P pb{qqˆ define x´1 to be the
unique class y P pb´1{qb´2qˆ such that xy P 1` qb´1.
We now define the Kloosterman sum. By necessity, we must include ideal classes as
parameters.
Definition 3.2 (Kloosterman sum). Let a1, a2 be nonzero fractional ideals of F, and c
be any ideal so that c2 „ a1a2. Let c P c´1, α1 P a´11 D´1 and α2 P a1c´2D´1. We define
the Kloosterman sum
KSpα1, a1; α2, a2; c, cq “
ÿ
xPpa1c´1{a1pcqqˆ
ψ8
ˆ
α1x` α2x´1
c
˙
,(3.14)
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where pa1c´1{a1pcqqˆ and x´1 P pa´11 c{a´11 pcqc2qˆ are defined as in Definition 3.1.
We should view the ideals α1a1 and α2a2 as the parameters of this Kloosterman sum,
and the ideal cc as the modulus. However, KS does depend on the choice of generator; it is
not invariant under the substitution α Ñ ǫα, if ǫ P Oˆ is a unit. To relate the definition to
the usual Kloosterman sum, we note if a1 “ a2 “ c “ O, then for α1, α2 P D´1 and c P O
we have
KSpα1, a1; α2, a2; c, cq “
ÿ
xPpO{cqˆ
ψ8
ˆ
α1x` α2x´1
c
˙
.
We have the Weil bound for Kloosterman sums:
KSpα1, a1; α2, a2; c, cq Î Npα1a1D, α2a´11 cD, ccq1{2Npccq1{2`ε ,(3.15)
where the brackets p¨ , ¨ , ¨q denote greatest common divisor (of ideals).
Definition 3.3 (Space of test functions). Let S ą 1
2
.1 We set H pS q to be the space
of functions h : a Ñ C that are of the form hpνq “ ś3|8 h3pν3q, where each h3 : R Ñ C
extends to an even holomorphic function on the strip
 
s : |Impsq| ď S ( such that, on the
horizontal line Impsq “ σ (|σ| ď S ), we have uniformly
h3pt ` iσq Î e´π|t|p|t| ` 1q´N ,
for some N ą 6.
We define the Bessel kernel B : Fˆ8 ˆ aC Ñ C as follows.
Definition 3.4 (Bessel kernel). Let ν P aC.
(1). When F3 “ R, for x P R` we define
B3px, ν3q “ π
sinpπν3q
`
J´2ν3p4π
?
xq ´ J2ν3p4π
?
xq˘,
B3p´x, ν3q “ π
sinpπν3q
`
I´2ν3p4π
?
xq ´ I2ν3p4π
?
xq˘ “ 4 cospπν3q
π
K2ν3p4π
?
xq.
(2). When F3 “ C, for z P Cˆ we define
B3pz, ν3q “ 2π
2
sinp2πν3q
`
J´2ν3p4π
?
zqJ´2ν3p4π
?szq ´ J2ν3p4π?zqJ2ν3p4π?szq˘.
For x P Fˆ8, we define
Bpx, νq “
ź
3|8
B3px3, ν3q,
Note that the I-Bessel functions in [BM1] or [Ven] should be changed into J-Bessel
functions in the complex case. Moreover, according to [Qi1], we have normalized the
Bessel kernel by a factor π or 2π2 for real or complex 3, respectively.
Proposition 3.5 (Kuznetsov formula). Let h be a test function on aC belonging to
H pS q (defined in Definition 3.3) and define
H“
ż
a
hpνqdµpνq, Hpxq “
ż
a
hpνqBpx, iνqdµpνq, x P Fˆ8,(3.16)
where Bpx, νq is the Bessel kernel defined in Definition 3.4 and dµpνq is the Plancherel
measure in (3.1). Let B be an orthonormal basis of the spherical cuspidal spectrum
on PGL2pFqzPGL2pAq{K, so that each f P B has Archimedean parameter ν f P Y ( f
1The condition S ą 12 is adopted from [BM1], while it requires S ą 2 in [Ven] for some convergence
issues. Note that the space of test functions in [Kuz, BM2, LG] is much larger.
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transforms under the GL2pF8q-representation πpiν f q) and Hecke eigenvalues λ f pmq. Let
a1, a2 be fractional ideals, and let α1 P a´11 D´1, α2 P a´12 D´1. Set m1 “ α1a1D,m2 “
α2a2D, and
β “ βc,a1a2 “ rc2pa1a2q´1s(3.17)
for every c P rCF with c2 „ a1a2 (here rc2pa1a2q´1s is the chosen generator for this principal
ideal). We haveÿ
fPB
ω f hpν f qλ f pm1qλ f pm2q ` 1
4π
cE
ż 8
´8
ωptqhptqη`m1, 12 ` it˘η`m2, 12 ´ it˘dt
“ c1δm1,m2H` c2
ÿ
cP rCF
c2„a1a2
ÿ
ǫ PO {ˆOˆ2
ÿ
cPc´1
KSpα1, a1; ǫα2{β, a2; c, cq
Npccq H
ˆ
ǫα1α2
βc2
˙
,
(3.18)
where
ω f “
|C f |2
Plpν f q , ωptq “
22r1`3r2πr2
|ζFp1` 2itq|2 ,(3.19)
(see (3.2) and (3.9) for the definition of Plpν f q and C f ), ηpm, sq is defined in (3.11), δm1,m2
is the Kronecker δ that detects m1 “ m2, KS is the Kloosterman sum as in Definition 3.2,
and the constants cE , c1 and c2 are given by
cE “ 2
r1p2πqr2RF
4F
a
|dF |
, c1 “
a
|dF |
π2r1`3r2hF
, c2 “ 1
2π2r1`3r2hF
,(3.20)
in which 4F , dF , RF and hF are the number of roots of unity in F, the discriminant, the
regulator and the class number of F, respectively.
The formula (3.18) is just a rewriting of (15) in [Ven] in the fashion of (3.17) in [CI].
Some remarks are in order. The test function in [Ven] has been modified here by Plpνq
(see (3.2) and (3.13)). The 1{4π in the first line of (3.18) is adopted from (7.15) in [Iwa2],
and in the ade`lic setting it also arises from applying (5.16) to (4.21), (4.25) in [GJ2]. The
constant cE accounts for the translation of the spectral decomposition from the ade`lic to
the classical setting. The constants c1 and c2 are adapted from (16) in [Ven], with extra
factors due to our normalization of measures, modules and Bessel kernels.
Lemma 3.6. Let f be a be a Hecke–Maass cusp form whose L2 norm is 1. Let ω f and
ωptq be defined as in (3.19). Then
ω f Ï Cpν f q´ε , ωptq Ï p1` |t|q´ε ,(3.21)
where Cpν f q is the conductor of ν f as defined in (3.5), and the implied constants depend
only on ε and F.
By the Rankin–Selberg method, we may express ω f as a multiple of 1{Lp1, Sym2 f q.
Then (3.21) follows from [Mol, Theorem 1]. For F “ Q, the lower bound for ω f was first
proven by Iwaniec [Iwa1].
4. Voronoı¨ Summation for GL3
The purpose of this section is to derive a Voronoı¨ summation formula for GL3 in the
classical terms from that of Ichino and Templier [IT] in the ade`lic setting (see Appendix
A).
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Notation in the Ade`lic Setting. We first recollect some notation from [IT]. Let π “
b3 π3 be an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation of GL3pAq. Let rπ “ b3 rπ3 be
the contragradient representation of π. Let ω denote the central character of π.
Let S be a finite set of places of F including the ramified places of π and all the
Archimedean places. Denote by WSo “
ś
3RS Wo3 the unramified Whittaker function of
πS “ b3RSπ3 above the complement of S . Let rWSo “ś3RS rWo3 be the unramified (spheri-
cal) Whittaker function of rπS “ b3RSrπ3.
For any place 3 of F, to a smooth compactly supported function w3 P C8c pFˆ3 q is
associated a dual function rw3 of w3 such thatż
F3ˆ
rw3pxqχpxq´1|x|s´13 dˆx “ γp1´ s, π3 b χ, ψ3q ż
F3ˆ
w3pxqχpxq|x|´s3 dˆx,(4.1)
for all s of real part sufficiently large and all unitary multiplicative characters χ of Fˆ3 .
The equality (4.1) is independent on the chosen Haar measure dˆx on Fˆ3 and defines rw3
uniquely in terms of π3, ψ3 and w3. For S as above, we put wS “
ś
3PS w3, rwS “ś3PS rw3.
Let 3 be an unramified place of π. It should be kept in mind that, since the additive
character ψ3 has conductorD
´1
3 , Wo3papx1, x2qq vanishes unless both x1, x2 P D´13 , where
apx1, x2q “
¨˝
x1x2
x1
1
‚˛.
Definition 4.1 (Kloosterman sum on a local field). Let 3 be non-Archimedean. For
α, 1{ν P O3 and β P ν2D´23 , define the local Kloosterman sum
Kl3pα, β; νq “
ÿ
δ3xPνO 3ˆ {O3
ψ3
`
αx` βx´1˘.(4.2)
In the quotient νOˆ3 {O3 above, the group O3 acts additively on νOˆ3 if |ν|3 ą 1, and
νOˆ3 {O3 “ t1u if |ν|3 “ 1 so that the Kloosterman sum is equal to 1.
Let R be a finite set of places where π is unramified. We define rWoR “ ś3PR rWo3
and KlRpα, β; νq “
ś
3PRKl3pα3, β3; ν3q for α, β, ν P FR satisfying |α|3 ď 1 ď |ν|3 and
|β|3 ď |ν{δ|23 for all 3 P R.
4.1. Ade`lic Voronoı¨ Summation for GL3. Note that it is required in [IT] that S con-
tains the ramified places of ψ. In order to make their Voronoı¨ summation useful when the
class number hF ‰ 1 (or when D is not principal), one has to relax this condition. For this,
we shall outline a proof of the following Voronoı¨ summation for GL3 in Appendix A.
Proposition 4.2. Let notation be as above. Let ζ P AS and α P AˆS . Let R be the set
of places 3 such that |ζ{α|3 ą 1. Let w3 P C8c pFˆ3 q for all 3 P S . Then we have the identityÿ
γPFˆ
ψS pγζqWSo pap1{δ, αγqqwS pγq
“ ωRpζ{αq|ζ|R|α|
SYR
ωS pδq
a
|δ|S
ÿ
γPFˆ
KRpγ, ζ, rWoRq rWSYRo `ap1{δ, γδ{αq˘rwS pγq,(4.3)
where KRpγ, ζ, rWoRq is defined to be the sumÿ
νPFˆ
R
{Oˆ
R
rWoR`apνα{ζδ, γδ{ν2ζq˘KlRp1,´γ{ζ; νq,(4.4)
with ν subject to
1 ď |ν|3 ď |ζ{α|3, |γ{ζ|3 ď |ν{δ|23(4.5)
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for all 3 P R.
Notation in the Classical Setting. Henceforth, we shall assume that π is unramified
(spherical) at every non-Archimedean place and that its central character ω is trivial. We
may thus choose S “ S8.
For nonzero integral ideals n1, n2, we define the Fourier coefficient
Apn1, n2q “ N
`
n1n2D
´2˘WS8o
¨˝
n1n2D
´2
n1D
´1
1
‚˛.(4.6)
Normalize the Fourier coefficients so that Ap1, 1q “ 1. We have the multiplicative relation
Apn1m1, n2m2q “ Apn1, n2qApm1,m2q, pn1n2,m1m2q “ p1q,(4.7)
and the Hecke relation
Apn1, n2q “
ÿ
d|n1 ,d|n2
µpdqApn1d´1, 1qAp1, n2d´1q,(4.8)
where µ is the Mo¨bius function for F. Moreover, it is known that rApn1, n2q “ Apn2, n1q ifrApn1, n2q are the Fourier coefficients for rπ.
It is known from [Qi1, §17] that for each 3|8, rf3pyq “ |y|´13 rw3 p´yq is the Hankel inte-
gral transform of f3pxq “ |x|´13 w3 pxq integrated against the Bessel kernel Jπ3pxyq attached
to π3 (see [Qi1, (17.20)]). Namely,
(4.9) rf3 pyq “ ż
F3ˆ
f3pxqJπ3pxyqdx.
The asymptotic expansion for Jπ3pxq will be given in §4.4.
Remark 4.3. When 3 is real, rw3pyq “ |y|3 rf3p´yq is equal to the Fpyq in [MS, Theorem
1.18] (if f3pxq is their f pxq). The reason for our normalization of Hankel transforms is to
get the Fourier transform and the classical Hankel transform in the GL1 and GL2 settings,
respectively.
Definition 4.4 (Bessel kernel and Hankel transform). For x P F8, we define the Bessel
kernel
Jpxq “
ź
3|8
Jπ3px3q.
Let C8c pFˆ8q denote the space of compactly supported smooth functions f : Fˆ8 Ñ C
that are of the product form f pxq “ ś3|8 f3px3q. For f P C8c pFˆ8q, we define its Hankel
transform rf by rf pyq “ ż
F8ˆ
f pxqJpxyqdx, y P Fˆ8.(4.10)
Definition 4.5. For b Ă O, define the ring
Fb “
 
α P F : α P O3 for all p3|b
(
.
Define ψb “
ś
p3|b ψ3 and ab “ pa, b8q “
ś
p3|b p
ord3paq
3 .
Definition 4.6 (Kloosterman sum). Let b Ă q Ă O. For α P Fb and β P pqDbq´2Fb,
define the Kloosterman sum
Klbpα, β; qq “
ÿ
xPppqDbq´1{D´1b qˆ
ψb
`
αx` βx´1˘,(4.11)
where ppqDbq´1{D´1b qˆ and x´1 P pqDb{q2Dbqˆ are defined as in Definition 3.1.
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We have ψb “ ψR and Klbpα, β; qq “ KlRpα, β; νq if R is the set of primes dividing
b and q is the integral ideal generated by 1{ν. Moreover, it will be convenient to write
Klbpα, β; qq as an integral on a certain compact homogeneous subspace of FˆR .
Lemma 4.7. Let notation be as above. Define the Euler totient function ϕpqq as usual
by
ϕpqq “ Npqq
ź
p|q
`
1´ Nppq´1˘.(4.12)
Define pOˆ
b
“śp3|bOˆ3 . Let πpqDq´1 P Aˆf be the chosen generator for pqDq´1. Then
Klbpα, β; qq “ ϕpqq
ż
πpqDq´1
pOˆ
b
ψb
`
αx` βx´1˘dˆx,(4.13)
Proof. With our choice of Haar measure, the space pqDq´1pOˆ
b
(“ pqDbq´1pOˆb ) has
total mass 1. On the other hand, the x-sum in (4.11) ranges over a set of size ϕpqq. Then
(4.13) follows from the definitions. Q.E.D.
4.2. Classical Voronoı¨ Summation for GL3. In practice, we shall let ζ P AS8 “ A f
be the diagonal embedding of a fraction a{c P F, and it is preferable to have a classical
formulation of the Voronoı¨ summation in terms of Fourier coefficients, exponential factors,
Kloosterman sums, and Hankel transforms.
Proposition 4.8. Let notation be as above. Let a P F and c P Fˆ. Let R “  3 ∤8 :
ord3pa{cq ă ord3paD´1q
(
, and set b “ ś3PR pord3ppc{aqaD´1q3 (it is understood that b “ O if
R “ Ø). For f P C8c pFˆ8q let its Hankel transform rf be given by (4.10) as in Definition
4.4. Thenÿ
γPa´1
ψ8
´
´aγ
c
¯
Ap1, aγq f pγq “ Npaq
NpDq3{2
ÿ
bĂqĂO
1
Npbqq
¨
ÿ
γPapbq2D3q´1
Apa´1bq2D3γ, bq´1qKlbp1, γc{a; qqrf pγq.(4.14)
Proof. Let ζ P AS8 “ A f be the diagonal embedding of a{c P F. Let α P Aˆf gen-
erate the ideal aD´1 respectively. In the above settings, the left-hand side of (4.3) is trans-
lated into that of (4.14) up to the constant Npa´1D2q. Note that ψ f paγ{cq “ ψ8p´aγ{cq
as ψ is trivial on F. For the right-hand side of (4.3), we set q to be the ideal generated
by 1{ν, then the conditions in (4.5) amounts to b Ă q Ă O and γa´1bD Ă q´2D´2. The
Kloosterman sum is Klbp1, γc{a; qq as defined in Definition 4.6. After changing γ to ´γ,
we arrive at the right-hand side of (4.14). Q.E.D.
Remark 4.9. When the class number hF “ 1, we may choose a P O and c P O r t0u
such that pa, cq “ p1q and let a “ D, b “ pcq, and q “ pc{dq with d|c. In this way, upon
changing γ to d2n{c3 on the right, we obtain the classical Voronoı¨ summation formula as
in [MS].
4.3. Averages of Fourier Coefficients. We recollect here some results from [Qi2,
§4]. First, as a consequence of the Rankin–Selberg theory ([JS]), it is well-known that for
X ě 1 ÿÿ
Npn2
1
n2qďX
|Apn1, n2q|2 “ OπpXq.(4.15)
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As a consequence ([Qi2, (4.4)]), for 0 ď c ă 1 we haveÿ
Npn2qďX
|Apn1, n2q|
Npn2qc “ Oc,πpNpn1qX
1´cq,(4.16)
Moreover, we have the following lemma for the average over γ P a´1 r t0u.
Lemma 4.10. For V P a` and a subset S Ă S8, define |V|S “
ś
3PS V
N3
3 and
FS8pVq “
 
x P F8 : |x|3 ą VN33 for all 3 P S , |x|3 ď VN33 for all 3 P S8 r S
(
.(4.17)
Let 0 ď c ă 1 ă d. Then for any 0 ă ε ă d ´ 1 we haveÿ
γP FˆXFS8pVq
γaĂO
|Apn, γaq|
|Nγ|c|γ|d´c
S
“ Oε,c,d,π
ˆ
NpnqNpaq1`εNpVq1´c`ε
|V|d´c
S
˙
.(4.18)
Proof. When NpaqNpVq ě 1 is assumed, (4.18) follows from Lemma 4.2 or 4.3 in
[Qi2] in the case S “ Ø or S ‰ Ø, respectively. However, this assumption may be safely
and conveniently removed. For example, the sum in (4.18) has no terms if S “ Ø and
NpaqNpVq ă 1. Q.E.D.
The next lemma is a generalization of (10) in [Blo].
Lemma 4.11. Let θ ď 1
2
be an exponent such that
|Apn1, n2q| ď Npn1n2qθ`ε .(4.19)
Define FØ8pVq as in (4.17). For f Ă O, we haveÿ
γ PFˆXFØ8pVq
γaĂf
|Apn, γaq|2 Îε,π Npfnqθ`εNpaf´1q1`εNpVq.(4.20)
Proof. First of all, one can apply Lemma 4.1 in [Qi2] with (4.15) to proveÿ
γ P FˆXFØ8pVq
γaĂO
|Ap1, γaq|2 Îε,π Npaq1`εNpVq;(4.21)
the proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2 in [Qi2]. The left-hand side of (4.20) is bounded
by ÿ
m|pfnq8
ÿ
γP FˆXFØ8pVq
γaĂfm
pγapfmq´1,fmnq“p1q
|Apn, γaq|2 ď
ÿ
m|pfnq8
|Apn, fmq|2
ÿ
γ P FˆXFØ8pVq
γapfmq´1ĂO
ˇˇ
Ap1, γapfmq´1qˇˇ2,
and (4.20) then follows from (4.19) and (4.21). Q.E.D.
4.4. Asymptotics for GL3-Bessel Kernels. Assume further that π8 is a spherical
representation of PGL3pF8q so that its Archimedean Langlands parameter is given by a
triple µ “ pµ1, µ2, µ3q in a3C, with µ1 ` µ2 ` µ3 “ 0. For each 3|8, the Bessel kernel
Jπ3pxq “ Jµ3pxq depends only on µ3. A main result of [Qi1] is the following asymptotic
expansions for Jµ3pxq when x is large (see [Qi1, Theorem 14.1, 16.6]).
Lemma 4.12. Let K be a nonnegative integer.
(1)When 3 is real, for x ÏK,µ3 1, we have the asymptotic expansion
Jµ3p˘xq “
e
`˘3x1{3˘
x1{3
K´1ÿ
k“0
B˘
k
xk{3
` OK,µ3
ˆ
1
xpK`1q{3
˙
,(4.22)
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with the coefficients B˘
k
depending only on µ3.
(2)When 3 is complex, for |z| ÏK,µ3 1, we have the asymptotic expansion
(4.23) Jµ3pzq “
ÿ
ξ3“1
e
`
3
`
ξz1{3 ` sξsz1{3˘˘
|z|2{3
ÿÿ
k`lďK´1
BkBl
ξk´lzk{3szl{3 ` OK, µ3
ˆ
1
|z|pK`2q{3
˙
,
with the coefficients Bk depending only on µ3.
The Self-Dual Assumption. Subsequently, we shall assume that π is a self-dual spher-
ical automorphic cuspidal representation of PGL3pAq. In particular, we have Apn1, n2q “
Apn2, n1q(“ Apn1, n2q) and µ “ pµ, 0,´µq with µ P iY Ă aC (µ3 P iR or µ3 P
`´ 1
2
, 1
2
˘
for
every 3|8; see §3.1 for the definitions).
It is known by [GJ1] that π comes from the symmetric square lift of a Hecke–Maass
form for GL2. Thus the Kim–Sarnak bound for GL2 in [BB] implies that
|Apn1, n2q| ď Npn1n2q7{32`ε ,(4.24)
and
|Repµ3q| ď 7
32
, 3|8.(4.25)
5. Preliminaries on L-Functions
Let f be a spherical Hecke–Maass cusp form on PGL2pFqzPGL2pAq with Hecke
eigenvalues λ f pnq and Archimedean eigenvalue ν f P Y. Let Epsq be the spherical Eisen-
stein series on PGL2pFqzPGL2pAq. Let π be a fixed self-dual spherical automorphic cus-
pidal representation of PGL3pAq with Fourier coefficients Apn1, n2q and Archimedean pa-
rameter pµ, 0,´µq (µ P iY).
5.1. L-functions Lps, πq, Lps, πb f q, and L`s, πbE`1
2
`it˘˘. The L-function attached
to π is defined by
(5.1) Lps, πq “
ÿ
nĂO
Ap1, nq
Npnqs .
The Rankin–Selberg L-function Lps, π b f q is defined by
Lps, πb f q “
ÿÿ
n1,n2ĂO
Apn1, n2qλ f pn2q
Npn2
1
n2qs
.(5.2)
The completed L-function for π is Λps, πq “ NpDq3s{2γps, πqLps, πq, where γps, πq “ γpsq
is the product of
(5.3) γ3psq “ p2πq´3N3s{2Γ
ˆ
N3ps´ µ3q
2
˙
Γ
ˆ
N3s
2
˙
Γ
ˆ
N3ps ` µ3q
2
˙
.
Recall that N3 “ 1 if 3 is real and N3 “ 2 if 3 is complex. It is known that Λps, πq is entire
and has the functional equation
Λps, πq “ Λp1 ´ s, πq.
We define γps, πb f q “ γps, νq to be the product of
γ3ps, ν3q “ γ3ps´ iν3qγ3ps ` iν3q.(5.4)
ThenΛps, πb f q “ γps, πb f qLps, πb f q is also entire and satisfies the functional equation
Λps, πb f q “ Λp1 ´ s, πb f q.
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Similar to (5.2), we define
L
`
s, πb E` 1
2
` it˘˘ “ ÿÿ
n1 ,n2ĂO
Apn1, n2qη
`
n2,
1
2
` it˘
Npn2
1
n2qs
,(5.5)
where ηpn, sq is defined as in (3.11). We have
L
`
s, πb E` 1
2
` it˘˘ “ L ps` it, πq L ps´ it, πq ,(5.6)
and hence
L
`
1
2
, πb E` 1
2
` it˘˘ “ ˇˇL` 1
2
` it, π˘ˇˇ2 .(5.7)
5.2. Approximate Functional Equations for Lps, π b f q and Lps, πq. Following
Blomer [Blo], for a large even integer A1 ą 0, we introduce the polynomial pps, νq as the
product of p3ps, ν3q (3|8) defined by
N3A
1{2´1ź
k“0
`ps ` 2k{N3 ´ µ3q2 ` ν23˘`ps` 2k{N3q2 ` ν23˘`ps ` 2k{N3 ` µ3q2 ` ν23˘(5.8)
so that pps, νq annihilates the rightmost N3A1{2 many poles of each of the gamma factors
in γps, νq defined by (5.3, 5.4). This polynomial will eventually be used to overcome the
obstacle posed by the presence of an infinite group of units.
We have the following Approximate Functional Equation for Lps, π b f q (see [IK,
Theorem 5.3]),
(5.9) L
`
1
2
, πb f ˘ “ 2ÿÿ
n1,n2ĂO
Apn1, n2qλ f pn2q
Npn2
1
n2q1{2
V
`
N
`
n21n2D
´3˘; ν f ˘,
with
Vpy; νq “ 1
2πi
ż
p3q
Gpu, νqy´u du
u
, y ą 0,(5.10)
in which
Gpu, νq “ γ
`
1
2
` u, ν˘
γ
`
1
2
, ν
˘ ¨ p ` 12 ` u, ν˘ p ` 12 ´ u, ν˘ exppu2q
p
`
1
2
, ν
˘2 .(5.11)
Note that the second quotient in (5.11) is even in u and is equal to 1 when u “ 0. Similarly,
the Approximate Functional Equation for L
`
s, πb E` 1
2
` it˘˘, along with (5.7), yieldsˇˇ
L
`
1
2
` it, π˘ˇˇ2 “ 2ÿÿ
n1,n2ĂO
Apn1, n2qη
`
n2,
1
2
` it˘
Npn2
1
n2q1{2
V
`
N
`
n21n2D
´3˘; t˘.(5.12)
Properties of Vpy; νq and Gpu, νq are contained in the following lemma (see [Blo,
Lemma 1] and [Qi3, Lemma 3.7]).
Lemma 5.1. Let U ą 1, A ą 0, and ε ą 0. For ν P aC, let Cpνq and C6pνq be defined
as in (3.5) and (3.6), respectively.
(1)We have
Vpy; νq Î A,A1
ˆ
1` y
Cpνq3
˙´A
,(5.13)
and
Vpy; νq “ 1
2πi
ż
ε`iU
ε´iU
Gpu, νqy´u du
u
` Oε
ˆ
Cpνq3ε
yεeU
2{2
˙
,(5.14)
if ν P Y satisfies the Kim–Sarnak bounds (3.7).
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(2) When Repuq ą 0, the function Gpu, νqp ` 1
2
, ν
˘2
is even and holomorphic on the
region |Impν3q| ď A1 ` 932 “ A1 ` 12 ´ 732 for every 3|8 (see (4.25)), and it satisfies in this
region the uniform bound
Gpu, νqp ` 1
2
, ν
˘2 Î A1,Repuq Cpνq3RepuqC6pνq12A1 .(5.15)
Proof. The estimate in (5.13) may be found in [IK, Proposition 5.4]. The expression
of Vpy; νq in (5.14) is essentially due to Blomer [Blo, Lemma 1]. The bound in (5.15)
follows readily from Stirling’s formula. Q.E.D.
6. Choice of the Test Function
Definition 6.1. Let T,M P a` be such that 1 Î T ε3 ď M3 ď T 1´ε3 for each 3|8.
Define the function kpνq “ kT,Mpνq to be the product of
k3pν3q “ e´pν3´T3q2{M23 ` e´pν3`T3q2{M23 .(6.1)
We modify kpνq slightly as follows,
k6pνq “ k6
T,M
pνq “ kT,Mpνqp
`
1
2
, ν
˘2{N6pT q12A1 ,(6.2)
with p
`
1
2
, ν
˘
defined as in (5.8). By Lemma 5.1 (2), for Repuq “ ε the function
hpνq “ hT,Mpνq “ Gpu, νqk6T,Mpνq(6.3)
lies in the space H pS q as in Definition 3.3 with S “ A1 ` 9
32
, satisfying
hpνq Î A1,ε Cpνq3εkpνq, ν P a.(6.4)
For ν P a, we have k6pνq ą 0, and k6pνq Ï 1 if |ν3 ´ T3| ď M3 for all 3|S8. Note also that
k
6
3pν3q “ o
`
e´T
2
3 {M23
˘
if iν3 P
`´ 1
2
, 1
2
˘
.
A. Proof of the Ade`lic Voronoı¨ Summation for GL3
The purpose of this appendix is to prove the ade`lic Voronoı¨ summation for GL3 in
Proposition 4.2 without the condition in [IT] that S contains the ramified places of ψ. By
directly modifying Theorem 1 in [IT], such a Voronoı¨ summation for GL2 and GL3 was
formulated in [Qi2, §3.1], but it is not entirely correct in the GL3 case. A particular issue
with the direct modification is that the identity (2.4) in their proof as belowż
F
n´2
3
rWo3pˆγ 1n´1
˙¨˝1
x 1
1
‚˛qdx “ rWo3ˆγ 1n´1
˙
(A.1)
is no longer valid if n “ 3 and D3 ‰ O3 (though this is always true if n “ 2 as the inte-
gration would be gone). To rectify this, one must replace theWSo
ˆ
γ
12
˙
“ WSo pap1, γqq
on the left-hand side of (1.2) in [IT] (for n “ 3) byWSo
¨˝
γ{δ
1{δ
1
‚˛“ WSo pap1{δ, γqq
and thus resort to their Theorem 3 rather than Theorem 1. Nevertheless, the main results
in [Qi2] are not invalidated, for only several changes involvingD or δ are needed.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. We retain the ade`lic notation in §4. Let
41 “
¨˝
1
1
1
‚˛, 42 “
¨˝
1
1
1
‚˛,
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npxq “
¨˝
1 x
1
1
‚˛, n´pxq “
¨˝
1
x 1
1
‚˛.
By abuse of notation, we shall denote by γ, ζ, δ, α their local components γ3, ζ3, δ3, α3
respectively. According to the proof of Theorem 3 in [IT], the local integral at a place
3 R S that we need to consider is
I73pγq “
ż
F3
rWo3`ap1, γqn´pxq41n´p´ζqap1{δ, αq´1˘dx,
while at the places in S we have the transform defined by (4.1),
I73pγq “ rw3pγq;(A.2)
see [IT, §§2.7, 5.3]. Our goal is to prove that the sum over γ P Fˆ of the product of I73pγq
is equal to the right-hand side of (4.3).
For 3 R SYR, we have |ζ{α|3 ď 1. It follows that ap1{δ, αq41 ¨41n´p´ζqap1{δ, αq´1 “
n´p´ζ{αq P GL3pO3q. Thus
I73pγq “
ż
F3
rWo3pˆγ 12
˙¨˝1
x 1
1
‚˛¨˝δ{α 1
δ
‚˛qdx
“ ω3pδq|α{δ|3
ż
F3
rWo3p
¨˝
γ{α
1{δ
1
‚˛¨˝1x 1
1
‚˛qdx.
For |x|3 ą 1, we have the Iwasawa decomposition¨˝
1
x 1
1
‚˛“
¨˝
1 1{x
1
1
‚˛¨˝1{x x
1
‚˛¨˝ ´11 1{x
1
‚˛.
Therefore the integrand above is equal to
ψpγδ{αxq rWo3
¨˝
γ{αx
x{δ
1
‚˛,
and it vanishes as |x{δ|3 ą 1{|δ|3. Then we infer that the integrand is nonzero only if
x P O3. Consequently,
I73pγq “
ω3pδq|α|3a
|δ|3
¨ rWo3
¨˝
γ{α
1{δ
1
‚˛.(A.3)
Note that (A.3) is reduced to (A.1) if δ “ α “ 1.
Now let 3 P R so that |ζ{α|3 ą 1. It is the second case in the proof of [IT, Theorem
3]. We adapt their computations for the GL3 case as follows.
We start with rewriting
I73pγq “ |γ|3
ż
F3
rWo3`n´pxq41ap1, γqn´p´ζqap1{δ, αq´1˘dx.
The Iwasawa decomposition of n´p´ζ{αq yields
I73pγq “ |γ|3
ż
F3
rWo3`n´pxq41apδ, γ{αqnp´α{ζqa`ζ{α, α2{ζ2˘˘dx
“ |γ|3
ż
F3
rWo3`n´pxq41np´γ{ζqa`ζδ{α, γα{ζ2˘˘dx.
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By
n´pxq41np´γ{ζq41 “
¨˝
1 ´γ{ζ
1 ´xγ{ζ
1
‚˛n´pxq,
we have
I73pγq “ |γ|3
ż
F3
ψ3p´xγ{ζqrWo3`n´pxq41a`ζδ{α, γα{ζ2˘˘dx.
Since
n´pxq41a`ζδ{α, γα{ζ2˘ “ 42npxq4241a`ζδ{α, γα{ζ2˘
“ 42
¨˝
1
γδ{ζ
ζδ{α
‚˛npxγδ{ζq4142,
and 4142 P GL3pOq, we have
I73pγq “ |ζ{δ|3
ż
F3ˆ
ψ3px{δq rWo3p42
¨˝
1
γδ{ζ
ζδ{α
‚˛npxqqdx.(A.4)
To compute the Kloosterman integral in (A.4), we invoke the following result adopted
from [IT, §6] in the GL3 setting.
Lemma A.1. Let ψ3 be unramified and ψ
1
3 be trivial on O3. Let
rW3 be a ψ3-Whittaker
function invariant underGL3pO3q. Let dx be the Haar measure self-dual with respect to ψ3
(the measure of O3 is 1). Let β, ζ P Fˆ3 . Thenż
F3
ψ13pxq rW3p42
¨˝
1
β
ζ
‚˛npxqqdx “ ÿ
νPF3ˆ {O3ˆ
1ď|ν|3ď|ζ|3
|β|3ď|ν|23
rW3
¨˝
β{ν
ν
ζ
‚˛Klpβ; ν;ψ3, ψ13q,(A.5)
with
Klpβ; ν;ψ3, ψ13q “
ÿ
xPνO 3ˆ {O 3
ψ13pxqψ3p´β{xq.
It is required that ψ3 is unramified in Lemma A.1. To remove this condition, we
have to re-scale ψ3, rWo3 and dx so that ψ3pxq “ ψ63pδxq, rWo3pgq “ rW 6o3papδ, δqgq and
dx “
a
|δ|3d6x. Applying Lemma A.1, we may transform (A.4) into
I73pγq “
|ζ|3ω3pδqa
|δ|3
ÿ
νPF3ˆ {O3ˆ
1ď|ν|3ď|ζ{α1α2|3
|γ{ζα1|3ď|ν{δ|23
rWo3
¨˝
γ{νζ
ν{δ
ζ{α
‚˛Kl3p1,´γ{ζ, νq,(A.6)
where Kl3pα, β; νq is the local Kloosterman sum defined in Definition 4.1.
Finally, our proof is completed by combining (A.2), (A.3) and (A.6).
Part 2. Analysis over Archimedean Fields
In the following sections, we shall do analysis over a local Archimedean field F3
(3|8). For simplicity, we shall suppress 3 from our notation. Accordingly, F will be
an archimedean local field, and N “ rF : Rs. Henceforth, x, y will always stand for real
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variables, while z, u for complex variables; in the complex setting, we shall usually use the
polar coordinates z “ xeiφ and u “ yeiθ.
7. Stationary Phase Lemmas
For later use, we collect here some useful stationary phase lemmas in one dimension
or two dimensions.
7.1. The One-Dimensional Case. Consider one-dimensional oscillatory integrals in
the general form ż b
a
ep f pxqqwpxqdx,
where the phase function f pxq “ f px; λ, ...q contains some (real) parameters but may not
be necessarily transformed into the form λ f pxq by change of variables.
Firstly, we record here Lemma A.1 in [AHLQ], which is an improved version of
Lemma 8.1 in [BKY].
Lemma 7.1. Let wpxq be a smooth function with support in pa, bq and f pxq be a real
smooth function on ra, bs. Suppose that there are parameters P,Q,R, S , Z ą 0 such that
f piqpxq Î i Z{Qi, wp jqpxq Î j S {P j,
for i ě 2 and j ě 0, and
| f 1pxq| Ï R.
Then for any A ě 0 we haveż b
a
ep f pxqqwpxqdx ÎA pb´ aqS
ˆ
Z
R2Q2
` 1
RQ
` 1
RP
˙A
.
Secondly, the second derivative test as follows is usually sufficient for our purpose—it
is as strong as the stationary phase estimate in most of the cases. See [Hux, Lemma 5.1.3].
Lemma 7.2. Let f pxq be a real smooth function on pa, bq with f 2pxq ě λ ą 0. Let
wpxq be a real smooth function on ra, bs, and let V be its total variation plus its maximum
modulus. Then ˇˇˇˇż b
a
ep f pxqqwpxqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 4V?
πλ
.
Finally, when the phase is of the form λ f pxq, we record here a generalization of the
stationary phase estimate in [Sog, Theorem 1.1.1] (X “ 1 in [Sog]). See [Qi3, §2.4].
Lemma 7.3. Let S ą 0 and
?
λ ě X ě 1. Let wpx; λq be a smooth function with
support in pa, bq for all λ, and f pxq be a real smooth function on ra, bs. Suppose that
λ jBixB jλwpx; λq Îi, j S Xi` j and that f px0q “ f 1px0q “ 0 at a point x0 P pa, bq, with
f 2px0q ‰ 0 and f 1pxq ‰ 0 for all x P ra, bs r tx0u. Then
d j
dλ j
ż b
a
epλ f pxqqwpx; λqdx Î j S
λ1{2` j
.
We have deliberately avoided here to use Lemma 6.3 in [You] (or the asymptotic
expansion in Proposition 8.2 in [BKY]) with arbitrary phase function, because it does not
currently have a generalization in two dimensions.
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7.2. The Two-Dimensional Case. Next, we turn to two-dimensional oscillatory in-
tegrals of the form żż
D
ep f px, yqqwpx, yqdxdy.
Firstly, we have the two-dimensional generalization of Lemma 7.1 as follows.
Lemma 7.4. Let D Ă R2 be a finite domain. Let wpx, yq be a smooth function with
support on D and f px, yq be a real smooth function on the closure D. Suppose that there
are parameters P,Q, Υ, Φ,R, S , Z ą 0 such that
pB{BxqipB{Byq j f px, yq Îi, j Z{QiΦ j, pB{BxqkpB{Byqlwpx, yq Îk,l S {PkΥ l,
for i, j, k, l ě 0 with i` j ě 2, and
| f 1px, yq|2 “ pB f px, yq{Bxq2 ` pB f px, yq{Byq2 Ï R2.
Then żż
D
ep f px, yqqwpx, yqdxdy ÎA AreapDqS
¨
#
Z
R2
ˆ
1
PQ
` 1
ΥΦ
` 1
Q2
` 1
Φ2
˙
` Z
3
R4
ˆ
1
Q2
` 1
Φ2
2˙
+A
for any A ě 0.
Proof. For brevity, we write gpx, yq “ | f 1px, yq|2. Note that
BixB jygpx, yq Î
ˆ
Z2
Q2
` Z
2
Φ2
˙
1
QiΦ j
.
Our idea is to repeatedly apply Ho¨rmander’s elaborate partial integration (see [Ho¨r, Theo-
rem 7.7.1]) as follows. Define the differential operator
D “ Bx f px, yq
gpx, yq
B
Bx `
By f px, yq
gpx, yq
B
By
so that Dpep f px, yqqq “ 2πi ¨ ep f px, yqq. Consequently,
D˚“ ´ 1
2πi
ˆ B
Bx
Bx f px, yq
gpx, yq `
B
By
By f px, yq
gpx, yq
˙
is the adjoint andż b
a
ż d
c
ep f px, yqqwpx, yqdxdy “
ż b
a
ż d
c
e p f px, yqqD˚nwpx, yqdxdy.
for any integer n ě 0. By a straightforward inductive argument, it may be shown that
D˚nwpx, yq is a linear combination of all the terms occurring in the expansions of
BixB jy
 
pBx f px, yqqipBy f px, yqq jgpx, yqnwpx, yq
(
{gpx, yq2n, i` j “ n.
For i1, i2 ď i and j1, j2 ď j, it is easy to see that
Bi1x B j1y
 
pBx f px, yqqi pBy f px, yqq j
(
Î Z
i` j
Qi`i1Φ j` j1
,
and that Bi2x B j2y pgpx, yqnq is a linear combination of products in the form
gpx, yqn´
ř
kνµ
ź
ν, µ
`BνxBµy gpx, yq˘kνµ , k00 “ 0, ÿ
ν, µ
νkνµ “ i2,
ÿ
ν, µ
µkνµ “ j2,
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so that
Bi2x B j2y
`
gpx, yqn˘
gpx, yq2n Î
1
R2n
1
Qi2Φ j2
ÿ
kνµ
ˆ
Z2
R2
ˆ
1
Q2
` 1
Φ2
˙˙ř kνµ
Î 1
R2n
1
Qi2Φ j2
"
1` Z
2
R2
ˆ
1
Q2
` 1
Φ2
˙*i2` j2
.
Thus
D˚nwpx, yq Î S
ˆ
Z
R2
˙n ÿ
i` j“n
1
pPQqipΥΦq j
¨
ÿ
i1`i2ďi
j1` j2ď j
Pi1`i2Υ j1` j2
Qi1`i2Φ j1` j2
"
1` Z
2
R2
ˆ
1
Q2
` 1
Φ2
˙*i2` j2
Î S
#
Z
R2
ˆ
1
PQ
` 1
ΥΦ
` 1
Q2
` 1
Φ2
˙
` Z
3
R4
ˆ
1
Q2
` 1
Φ2
2˙
+n
.
as desired. Q.E.D.
Secondly, we need a two-dimensional generalization of the second derivative test in
Lemma 7.2. A very useful version in the literature is Lemma 4 in [Mun1] (see also Lemma
5 in [Sri2]), in which it is assumed thatˇˇB2 f {Bx2 ˇˇ Ï λ ą 0, ˇˇB2 f {By2 ˇˇ Ï ρ ą 0,
| det f 2| “ ˇˇB2 f {Bx2 ¨ B2 f {By2 ´ pB2 f {BxByq2 ˇˇ Ï λρ,(7.1)
on the integration domain D “ ra, bs ˆ rc, ds. However, their bound 1{
a
λρ would not be
desirable if pB2 f {BxByq2 is very large compared to B2 f {Bx2 ¨ B2 f {By2 so that the former
dominates in det f 2. This is because the choice of coordinates is not quite appropriate. In
general, it seems that some work is required to find the optimal coordinates. Fortunately,
in our application, we shall have B2 f {Bx2 “ ´B2 f {By2 (see (13.23)) and the change of
coordinates may be simply chosen to be?
2x “ x1 ` y1,
?
2y “ x1 ´ y1.
As in [Mun1], we first suppose that wpx, yq ” 1. Let f px, yq be a real smooth function
on ra, bs ˆ rc, ds such that
B2 f {Bx2 “ ´B2 f {By2,(7.2)
with
max
 ˇˇB2 f {Bx2 ˇˇ , ˇˇB2 f {BxByˇˇ ( Ï λ ą 0(7.3)
on the rectangle ra, bs ˆ rc, ds. We would like to proveż b
a
ż d
c
ep f px, yqqdxdy Î 1
λ
,
with an absolute implied constant. Note that | det f 2| Ï λ2, so this is in essence the ex-
pected stationary phase estimate.
For
ˇˇ
B2 f {Bx2
ˇˇ
ě
ˇˇ
B2 f {BxBy
ˇˇ
, Lemma 4 in [Sri1] (with D “ ra, bs ˆ rc, ds) gives
us the bound 1{λ as expected. Now assume that
ˇˇ
B2 f {Bx2
ˇˇ
ă
ˇˇ
B2 f {BxBy
ˇˇ
. Let x1, y1 be as
above. Then B2 f {Bx12 “ ´B2 f {By12 “ B2 f {BxBy and B2 f {Bx1By1 “ B2 f {Bx2. By applying
Lemma 4 in [Sri1] (with D the rotated rectangle) again to the integral after the change of
variables, we also obtain the bound 1{λ.
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To extend the result to smooth wpx, yq with support in pa, bq ˆ pc, dq, we apply partial
integration once in each variable.
Lemma 7.5. Suppose that f , w, and λ are as above satisfying (7.2) and (7.3). Let
V “
ż b
a
ż d
c
ˇˇˇˇB2wpx, yq
BxBy
ˇˇˇˇ
dxdy.
Then ż b
a
ż d
c
ep f px, yqqwpx, yqdxdy Î V
λ
,
with an absolute implied constant.
Finally, we remark that the generalization of Lemma 7.3 in two (or higher) dimen-
sions as in [Sog, Theorem 1.1.4] is not sufficient for our purpose because of the angular
argument. We refer the reader to [Qi3, §§2.4, 6.1] for discussions in this regard.
8. Analysis of Bessel Integrals
Let Bpx, νq and Bpz, νq be the Bessel kernels for F “ R and F “ C as in Definition 3.4,
respectively. For 1 ă T ε ď M ď T 1´ε , let hpνq be (a local component of) the test function
as defined in §6. LetHpxq orHpzq be the corresponding Bessel integral; see (3.16).
8.1. Analytic Properties of Bessel Integrals. We collect here estimates and integral
representations for the Bessel integrals. Our attempt is to have a unified presentation, so
several results are not necessarily optimal.
Lemma 8.1. We have estimates for Bessel integrals of small argument as follows.
(1)When F is real, for |x| ď 1 we have
(8.1) Hpxq ÎA1,ε M|x|1{2{T 2A1´1.
(2)When F is complex, for |z| ď 1 we have
(8.2) Hpzq ÎA1,ε M|z|{T 4A1´2.
Proof. These estimates may be derived from modifying the proofs of Lemma 3.2,
A.4, and A.6 in [LQ] by shifting the integral contour far right to Impνq “ A1` ε.2 Q.E.D.
Lemma 8.2. There exists a Schwartz function gprq satisfying gpiqprq Îi,A,A1,ε p|r|`1q´A
for any i, A ě 0, and such that
(1) when F is real, we haveHpxq “ H7`pxq `H7´pxq ` OpT´Aq for |x| ą 1, with
(8.3) H
7
˘px2q “ MT 1`ε
ż Mε {M
´Mε{M
gpMrqepTr{π¯ 2x cosh rqdr,
and
(8.4) H
7
˘p´x2q “ MT 1`ε
ż Mε {M
´Mε{M
gpMrqepTr{π˘ 2x sinh rqdr,
for x ą 1;
(2) when F is complex, we haveHpzq “ H7`pzq `H7´pzq ` OpT´Aq for |z| ą 1, with
H
7
˘px2e2iφq “ MT 2`ε
ż π
0
ż Mε{M
´Mε {M
gpMrqep2Tr{π ¯ 4x trhpr, ω; φqq drdω,(8.5)
2In the notation of [LQ], t “ ν, HT,Mp
?
zq “Hpzq, and H˘T,Mp
?
xq “ Hp˘xq.
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for x ą 1, where trhpr, ω; φq is the “trigonometric-hyperbolic” function defined by
trhpr, ω; φq “ cosh r cosω cos φ´ sinh r sinω sin φ.(8.6)
Furthermore,
(3) for real x with 1 ă |x| Î T 2, we haveHpxq “ OpT´Aq;
(4) for complex z with 1 ă |z| Î T 2, we haveHpzq “ OpT´Aq.
Proof. See (3.2), (3.3), (A.16), and (A.21) in [LQ]3 for the integral representations in
(1) and (2). The important point is that the Fourier transform of gprq is equal to e´ν2 up
to a harmless factor; although the factor involves T and M, one may easily verify that it
is bounded by ÎImpνq,A1,ε |Repνq|N`ε for Repνq ą 1 with the implied constant independent
on T and M.
The statements in (3) and (4) follow from simple applications of stationary phase to
the integrals in (1) and (2); see Lemma 3.5, A.5, and A.8 in [LQ].
For the real case, we also refer to [Li, §§4, 5] and [You, §7]. Q.E.D.
Remark 8.3. In the real case, it is easy to prove that Hpx2q or Hp´x2q is negligibly
small unless x Ï TM1´ε or x — T, respectively. See [Li].
Corollary 8.4. We have uniform estimates for Bessel integrals as follows.
(1)When F is real, we have
(8.7) Hpxq ÎA1,ε
#
T 1`ε , if |x| Ï T 2,
M|x|1{2{T 2A1´1, if |x| Î T 2.
(2)When F is complex, we have
(8.8) Hpzq ÎA1,ε
#
T 2`ε , if |z| Ï T 2,
M|z|{T 4A1´2, if |z| Î T 2.
8.2. Preliminary Analysis of the Trigonometric-Hyperbolic Function. Consider
the trigonometric-hyperbolic function trhpr, ω; φq as in (8.6). Since trhpr, ω; φ ` πq “
trhpr, ω ` π; φq “ ´trhpr, ω; φq, one may be restricted to φ, ω P r0, πq. When pr, ωq ‰
p0, π{2q, trhpr, ω; φq can be written in a unique way as
trhpr, ω; φq “ ρpr, ωq cospφ` θpr, ωqq,(8.9)
where ρpr, ωq ą 0 is defined by
ρpr, ωq “
a
sinh2 r ` cos2 ω “
a
cosh2 r ´ sin2 ω “
c
cosh 2r ` cos 2ω
2
,(8.10)
and θpr, ωq is determined by
cos θpr, ωq “ cosh r cosω
ρpr, ωq , sin θpr, ωq “
sinh r sinω
ρpr, ωq .(8.11)
By defining trhpr, ωq “ ρpr, ωqeiθpr,ωq, the function x trhpr, ω; φq in (8.5) is Repz trhpr, ωqq
for z “ xeiφ.
Remark 8.5. Since
trhpr, 0; 0q “ trhpr, 0q “ cosh r, trhpr, π{2; π{2q “ i trhpr, π{2q “ ´ sinh r,
the reader should observe the resemblance between the r-integral in (8.5) for φ “ ω “ 0
or φ “ ω “ π{2 and the integral in (8.3) or (8.4) respectively.
3Strictly speaking, the test function in [LQ] is like the kpνq in (6.1), while our test function hpνq has extra
factors (see (6.2) and (6.3)). However, these factors would not play an essential role.
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Lemma 8.6. Suppose that pr, ωq ‰ p0, π{2q and |r| ă 1.
(1)We have
Bθpr, ωq{Br “ sin 2ω{2ρpr, ωq2, Bθpr, ωq{Bω “ sinh 2r{2ρpr, ωq2.
(2)We have
Bi` j
Br iBω j
ˆ
1
ρpr, ωq2
˙
Îi, j 1
ρpr, ωqi` j`2 .
(3) Consequently, for i` j ě 1, we have
Bi` jθpr, ωq
Br iBω j Îi, j
1
ρpr, ωqi` j .
Proof. By (8.11), we have tan θpr, ωq “ tanh r tanω, so
Bθpr, ωq
Br “
sinω cosω
cosh2 r cos2 ω` sinh2 r sin2 ω “
sin 2ω
cosh 2r ` cos 2ω,
and similarly
Bθpr, ωq
Bω “
sinh r cosh r
cosh2 r cos2 ω` sinh2 r sin2 ω “
sinh 2r
cosh 2r ` cos 2ω.
The estimates for ρpr, ωq in (2) readily follow from an inductive argument by using
the identity obtained from applying the i-th r-derivative and the j-th ω-derivative to
cosh 2r ` cos 2ω
ρpr, ωq2 “ 2,
along with the following inequalities
sinh 2r, sin 2ω Î ρpr, ωq, cosh 2r, cos 2ω Î 1,
where the expression ρpr, ωq “
a
sinh2 r ` cos2 ω is used.
Finally, combining the foregoing results, it is straightforward to bound the derivatives
of θpr, ωq as in (3). Q.E.D.
9. Remarks on Xiaoqing Li’s Analysis
We briefly remind the reader here several aspects of Xiaoqing Li’s analysis in [Li],
and explain the issues for its generalization to the complex setting or the case when the
number field has multiple infinite places.
In the real setting of [Li], T 3{8`ε ď M ď T 1{2 and TM1´ε Î x ď T 3{2`ε ď M4. By
expanding cosh r into Taylor series, and disregarding the non-oscillatory factors from the
terms of orderě 4, the integralH7˘px2q in (8.3) essentially turns into
MT 1`εep¯2xq
ż Mε {M
´Mε {M
gpMrqepTr{π¯ xr2qdr.
Xiaoqing Li’s next step is to complete the square, getting
MT 1`εe
ˆ
¯ 2x˘ T
2
4π2x
˙ż Mε{M
´Mε {M
gpMrqe
ˆ
¯ x
´
r ˘ T
2πx
¯2˙
dr;
by Parseval, the integral is seen to be non-oscillatory. The secondary exponential factor
ep˘T 2{4π2xq plays an important role in her second application of Voronoı¨ summation.
In the complex setting, however, the corresponding conditions are T 3{4`ε ď M ď T
and T Î x ď T 3{2`ε ď M2. After expanding cosh r and sinh r into Taylor series, only the
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factors of order 0 and 1 are oscillatory, and the integralH
7
˘px2e2iφq in (8.5) is essentially
MT 2`ε
ż π
0
ż Mε {M
´Mε{M
gpMrqep2Tr{π¯ 4xpcosω cosφ´ r sinω sin φqq drdω.
As such, we are unable to produce a secondary exponential factor. Even if there were such
a factor, the analysis would be conceivably difficult, because cosω cosφ would come down
with x in the denominator.
Moreover, when the number field has more than one infinite place, a more serious
issue is that the condition x ď T 3{2`ε is not necessarily valid for every infinite place.
At any rate, it is better not to expand cosh r or sinh r into Taylor series at this stage,
and to allow M be a small power of T .
10. Stationary Phase for the Hankel Transforms
In this section, we consider certain integrals that will arise from the Hankel transforms
over R and C. For the real case, it is simply a matter of applying the method of station-
ary phase in one dimension. For the complex case, the double integral has already been
investigated in [Qi3, §6.1], but there are certain difficulties in two dimensions—Lemma
7.4 is not applicable for the particular phase function, and Theorem 1.1.4 in [Sog] is not
sufficient as we need to also differentiate the angular argument.
10.1. The One-Dimensional Case. First, in the real setting, we need to consider the
integral
Ipλq “
ż 8
´8
e
`
λ
`
3x2 ´ 2x3˘˘wpx; λqdx.(10.1)
Fix ∆ ą 1. Let ρ, S ą 0 and X ě 1. Suppose that wpx; λq is supported in  x : |x| P
rρ, ∆1{6ρs( and its derivatives satisfy
xiλ jBixB jλwpx; λq Î i, j S Xi` j.
Define
I6pλq “ ep´λqIpλq.(10.2)
Lemma 10.1. Let A and j be non-negative integers.
(1) For either ρ ě ?∆ or ρ ď 1{?∆, we have
I6pλq ÎA S ρ
ˆ
X
|λ|ρ2pρ` 1q
˙A
.
(2) Assume that X ď
a
|λ|. For 1{∆ ď ρ ď ∆, we have
λ j
d j
dλ j
I6pλq Î j Sa|λ| .
Proof. Note that the phase function 3x2 ´ 2x3 has a unique nonzero stationary point
at x0 “ 1. The estimates in (1) readily follow from Lemma 7.1; in the case ρ ě
?
∆,
choose P “ ρ{X, Q “ ρ, Z “ |λ|ρ3, R “ |λ|ρ2, and, in the case ρ ď 1{
?
∆, choose
P “ ρ{X, Q “ 1, Z “ |λ|, R “ |λ|ρ. The estimates in (2) essentially follow from Lemma
7.3. Q.E.D.
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10.2. The Two-Dimensional Case. Second, consider the following double integral
that will arise from the complex Hankel transform,
Ipλ, ψq “
ż 2π
0
ż 8
0
ep2λ f px, φ;ψqqwpx, φ; λ, ψqdxdφ,(10.3)
with
f px, φ;ψq “ 3x2 cosp2φ` ψq ´ 2x3 cos 3φ.(10.4)
Fix ∆ ą 1. Let ρ, S ą 0 and X ě 1. Suppose that wpx, φ; λ, ψq is supported in  px, φq : x P
rρ, ∆1{6ρs( and its derivatives satisfy
xiλkBixB jφBkλBlψwpx, φ; λ, ψq Î i, j,k,l S Xi` j`k`l.
Define
I6pλ, ψq “ ep´2λ cos 3ψqIpλ, ψq.(10.5)
Results from Lemma 6.1 and 6.3 in [Qi3] are quoted in the following lemma with slightly
altered notation.
Lemma 10.2. Let A, k, l be non-negative integers.
(1) For either ρ ě ?∆ or ρ ď 1{?∆, we have
I6pλ, ψq ÎA S ρ
ˆ
X
λρ2pρ` 1q
˙A
.
(2) Assume that X ď
?
λ. For 1{∆ ď ρ ď ∆, we have
λk
Bk`l
BλkBψl I
6pλ, ψq Îk,l S
λ
.
11. Analysis of the Hankel Transforms, I
Let wpxq be a smooth function supported on r1, ∆s satisfying wpiqpxq Îi plogT qi for
all i ě 0. For |Λ| Ï T 2, define
wpx, Λq “ wp|x|qHpΛxq,(11.1)
if F is real, and
wpz, Λq “ wp|z|qHpΛzq,(11.2)
if F is complex. Let rwpy, Λq and rwpu, Λq be their Hankel transforms (see Definition 4.4)
defined by
rwpy, Λq “ ż wpx, ΛqJπpxyqdx, rwpu, Λq “ żż wpz, ΛqJπpzuqdz,(11.3)
and modify rwpy, Λq and rwpu, Λq by exponential factors as follows,rw6py, Λq “ ep´y{Λqrwpy, Λq, rw6pu, Λq “ ep´2Repu{Λqqrwpu, Λq.(11.4)
11.1. The Small-Argument Case. We first consider the case when the Hankel trans-
forms have relatively small argument. However, this case arises only when there are infin-
itely many units in the number field.
The following lemma is essentially due to [Blo, Lemma 7] and [Qi3, Lemma 6.4] (As
indicated in Remark 4.3, Blomer has a slightly different normalization).
Lemma 11.1. For w P C8c pFˆq define }w}L8 to be its sup-norm. If w is supported in
a fixed compact set K Ă Fˆ, then its Hankel transform rw has the following estimates:
(1) when F is real,
yipd{dyqirwpyq Îi,K }w}L8 ¨ p|y|1{3 ` 1qi{|y|1{3;
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(2) when F is complex,
uisu jpB{BuqipB{Bsuq jrwpuq Îi, j,K }w}L8 ¨ p|u|1{3 ` 1qi` j{|u|2{3.
As a consequence of Corollary 8.4 and Lemma 11.1, for |y| ď T ε , we have
yi
dirwpy, Λq
dyi
Îi T
1`pi`1qε
|y|1{3 Î
MT 1`pi`1qεa
|y|
,
and, in the polar coordinates
yi
Bi` jrwpyeiθ, Λq
ByiBθ j Îi, j
T 2`pi`1qε
y2{3
Î MT
2`pi`1qε
y
.
Corollary 11.2. Let |Λ| Ï T 2 and |y|, |u| ď T ε . For |x|, |z| ď T ε{|Λ|, we artificially
define Φ0pxq and Φ0pzq by
rw6py, Λq “ MT 1`εa
|y|
Φ0py{Λq, rw6pu, Λq “ MT 2`ε|u| Φ0pu{Λq.(11.5)
(1)When F is real, for |x| ď T ε{|Λ|, we have
xi
diΦ0pxq
dxi
Îi T iε .(11.6)
(2)When F is complex, for x ď T ε{|Λ|, we have
xi
Bi` jΦ0pxeiφq
BxiBφ j Îi, j
T pi` jqε |xΛ|1{3
M
Î T pi` jqε .(11.7)
11.2. Application of Stationary Phase. Our next goal is to deduce integral repre-
sentations of rw6py, Λq and rw6pu, Λq from those of the GL2-Bessel integralsHpxq andHpzq
in Lemma 8.2 (1) and (2) along with the asymptotic formulae for the GL3-Bessel kernels
Jπpxq and Jπpzq in Lemma 4.12.
Proposition 11.3. Suppose that |y| ą T ε and |Λ| Ï T 2. Define hyp˘prq to be the
hyperbolic function
hyp`prq “ cosh r, hyp´prq “ ´ sinh r.(11.8)
There are smooth functions V˘pr; y, Λq with support in the region defined by
p1{∆q ¨ |y|1{3{|Λ|1{2 ď |hyp˘prq| ď ∆ ¨ |y|1{3{|Λ|1{2,(11.9)
satisfying
pB{BrqiV`pr; y, Λq Îi 1, ripB{BrqiV´pr; y, Λq Îi 1,(11.10)
such that
rw6py, Λq “ MT 1`εa
|y|
`
Φ`py, Λq ` Φ´py, Λq
˘` OpT´Aq,(11.11)
with
Φ˘py, Λq “
ż Mε {M
´Mε{M
epTr{πqgpMrqe`´ yhyp6˘prq2{Λ V˘˘pr; y, Λqdr,(11.12)
in which g is a Schwartz function, and
hyp6`prq “ tanh r, hyp6´prq “ coth r.(11.13)
The reader may find the integral Φ˘py, Λq in [You, (8.16)] and [Hua, (4.20)]. Our
analysis is slightly different, however, as our strategy is to first transform the x-integral
into Ipλq as in (10.1) with phase λp2x3 ´ 3x2q and then use the stationary phase results
in Lemma 10.1, while Young and Binyong Huang apply directly general stationary phase
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results ([You, Lemma 6.3]) with phase in an arbitrary form. A technical remark is that, in
view of (11.10), V`pr; y, Λq is more than an “inert” function in the sense of Young [You].
Proof. To start with, let us assume Λ ą 0, for rw6py,´Λq “ rw6p´y, Λq.
By Lemma 4.12 (1), the contribution to rwpy, Λq from the leading term in (4.22) is the
following integral,
Ipy1{3, Λq “
ż
e
`
3pxyq1{3˘HpΛxqwp|x|q dx|xy|1{3 ;
the contributions from lower-order terms are similar and may be handled in the same
manner. Also, it follows from Corollary 8.4 (1) that the error term in (4.22) yields an
O
`
T 1`ε{|y|pK`1q{3˘ “ OpT´Aq for |y| ą T ε if we choose K large, say K ą 3pA` 1q{ε.
Next, we change the variables x and y into ˘x6 and y3 so that
Ipy, Λq “
ÿ
˘
1
|y|
ż 8
0
ep˘3x2yqH
`˘ Λx6˘apxqdx,
where apxq “ 6x3wpx6q is supported on r1, ∆1{6s and satisfies apiqpxq Îi plogT qi. By the
formulae in (8.3) and (8.4) in Lemma 8.2, we infer that Ipy, Λq may be written as
Ipy, Λq “ MT 1`ε
ÿ
˘
ż Mε{M
´Mε {M
epTr{πqgpMrqI˘pr; y, Λqdr ` OpT´Aq,
where
I˘pr; y, Λq “ 1|y|
ż 8
´8
e
`˘ 3x2y¯ 2?Λx3hyp˘prq˘ap|x|qdx.
On changing x into xy{?Λhyp˘prq (need r ‰ 0 for hyp´prq ‰ 0), the integral I˘pr; y, Λq
turns into
1?
Λ|hyp˘prq|
ż 8
´8
e
ˆ
˘ y
3
Λhyp˘prq2
`
3x2 ´ 2x3˘˙aˆ |xy|?
Λ|hyp˘prq|
˙
dx,
and it is exactly the integral Ipλq defined as in (10.1) if one let λ “ ˘y3{Λhyp˘prq2,
ρ “ ?Λ|hyp˘prq|{|y|(“
a
|y{λ|), and
wpx; λq “
a
|λ{y3| ¨ a`|x|a|λ{y|˘,
with
xiλ jBixB jλwpx; λq Î i, j
a
|λ{y3| ¨ plogT qi` j.
Let I6pλq “ ep´λqIpλq be as in (10.2). We introduce a smooth function vpxq such that
vpxq ” 1 on r1{?∆, ?∆s and vpxq ” 0 on p0, 1{∆s Y r∆,8q. According to Lemma 10.1
(1), if ρ “
a
|y{λ| is not in the interval p1{?∆, ?∆q, then
I6pλq Î 1|y|
ˆ
logTa
|y3{λ| ` |y|
˙K
ă plogT q
K
|y|K`1 ,
and hence I6pλqp1 ´ vpλ{yqq only contributes to the error term. By Lemma 10.1 (2),
λ j
d j
dλ j
`
I6pλqvp|λ{y|q˘ Î j 1a|y|3 .
Finally, let
V˘pr; y3, Λq “
a
|y|3I6pλqvp|λ{y|q, (λ “ ˘y3{Λhyp˘prq2),
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then, after changing y into y1{3, the expression of rw6py, Λq given by (11.11) and (11.12)
readily follow from the arguments above, along with the identity
´hyp6˘prq2 “ ´1˘
1
hyp˘prq2
,
and, to deduce (11.10) one needs the estimates4
hyp˘prq
d j
dr j
ˆ
1
hyp˘prq
˙
Î j 1|hyp˘prq| j
for |r| ă 1. Q.E.D.
Proposition 11.4. Suppose that |u| ą T ε and |Λ| Ï T 2. Recall the definition of ρpr, ωq
in (8.10). There is a smooth function Vpr, ω; u, Λq with support in the region defined by
p1{∆q ¨ |u|1{3{|Λ|1{2 ď ρpr, ωq ď ∆ ¨ |u|1{3{|Λ|1{2,(11.14)
satisfying
ρpr, ωqi` jpB{BrqipB{Bωq jVpr, ω; u, Λq Îi, j 1,(11.15)
such that
rw6pu, Λq “ MT 2`ε|u| Φpu, Λq ` OpT´Aq,(11.16)
with
Φpu, Λq“
ż π
0
ż Mε {M
´Mε{M
ep2Tr{πqgpMrqe`´2Reputrh6pr, ωq{Λq˘Vpr, ω; u, Λqdrdω,(11.17)
in which g is a Schwartz function, and trh6pr, ωq “ ρ6pr, ωqeiθ6pr,ωq is defined by
ρ6pr, ωq “ cosh 2r ´ cos 2ω
cosh 2r ` cos 2ω, tanpθ
6pr, ωq{2q “ sin 2ω
sinh 2r
.(11.18)
It is remarkable that the square-root signs in the formulae of ρpr, ωq in (8.10) are
no longer in the formula of ρ6pr, ωq in (11.18). This makes our lives easier in the polar
coordinates.
Proof. The first stage of proof will be similar to that of Proposition 11.3.
Let us assume without loss of generality that Λ ą 0 and consider the integral
Ipu1{3, Λq“
ÿ
ξ3“1
żż
e
`
6Re
`
ξpzuq1{3˘˘HpΛzqwp|z|q dz|zu|2{3 ,
which is the contribution from the three leading terms in (4.23) in Lemma 4.12 (2). Sub-
stituting the variables z and u by z6 and u3, we have
Ipu, Λq “ 1|u|2
żż
Cˆ{t˘1u
e
`
6Repz2uq˘H`Λz6˘ap|z|qdz{|z|,
where apxq “ 36x7wpx6q is supported on r1, ∆1{6s and satisfies apiqpxq Îi plogT qi.
Let z “ xeiφ and u “ yeiθ. By the formula (8.5) in Lemma 8.2, we infer that Ipyeiθ, Λq
may be written as
Ipyeiθ, Λq “ MT 2`ε
ż π
0
ż Mε{M
´Mε{M
ep2Tr{πqgpMrqIpr, ω; yeiθ, Λqdrdω` OpT´Aq,
4We also need Faa` di Bruno’s formula for higher derivatives of composite functions (see [Joh]).
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in which
Ipr, ω; yeiθ, Λq “ 2
y2
ż 2π
0
ż 8
0
e
`
6x2y cosp2φ`θq´2
?
Λx3trhp3φ; r, ωq˘apxqdxdφ.
At this point, we assume pr, ωq ‰ p0, π{2q and invoke the expression of trhp3φ; r, ωq as in
(8.9). On changing the variables x and φ into xy{?Λρpr, ωq and φ´θpr, ωq{3, respectively,
the integral Ipr, ω; yeiθ, Λq turns into
2?
Λρpr, ωqy
ż 2π
0
ż 8
0
e
ˆ
2y3
Λρpr, ωq2 f px, φ; θ ´ 2θpr, ωq{3q
˙
a
ˆ
xy?
Λρpr, ωq
˙
dxdφ.
According to the notation in §10.2, the phase function f px, φ;ψq is defined by (10.4),
and the integral above is of the form Ipλ, ψq as in (10.3) if one let λ “ y3{Λρpr, ωq2,
ψ “ θ ´ 2θpr, ωq{3, and ρ “ ?Λρpr, ωq{y (“
a
y{λ); the weight function
wpx; λq “ 2
a
λ{y5 ¨ a`xaλ{y˘,
has bounds
xiλkBixBkλwpx; λq Îi,k
a
λ{y5plogT qi`k.
Next, we apply Lemma 10.2 to I6pλ, ψq “ ep´2λ cos 3ψqIpλ, ψq as in (10.5). Let vpxq be
a smooth function such that vpxq ” 1 on r1{?∆, ?∆s and vpxq ” 0 on p0, 1{∆s Y r∆,8q.
Lemma 10.2 (1) implies that I6pλ, ψqp1 ´ vpλ{yqq only contributes an error term, while
Lemma 10.2 (2) yields the estimates
λk
Bk`l
BλkBψl
`
I6pλ, ψqvpλ{yq˘ Îk,l 1
y3
.
Keeping in mind that ψ “ θ ´ 2θpr, ωq{3 and λ “ y3{Λρpr, ωq2, these estimates above
along with those for 1{ρpr, ωq2 and θpr, ωq in Lemma 8.6 imply that
ρpr, ωqi` jωpB{BrqipB{Bωq jVpr, ω; y3e3iθ, Λq Îi, j 1,
5 with
Vpr, ω; y3e3iθ, Λq “ y3I6pλ, ψqvpλ{yq,
supported in the region y{∆?Λ ď ρpr, ωq ď ∆y{?Λ.
In view of (10.5) and (11.4), we need to compute the exponential factor ep2λ cos 3ψ´
2y3 cos 3θ{Λq, in which
2λ cos 3ψ “ 2y
3 cosp3θ ´ 2θpr, ωqq
Λρpr, ωq2 .
After reverting y3e3iθ to yeiθ, the proof is completed if we can prove (11.18) for ρ6pr, ωq
and θ6pr, ωq given by
cos θ ´ cospθ ´ 2θpr, ωqq
ρpr, ωq2 “ ρ
6pr, ωq cos `θ ` θ6pr, ωq˘.
5We need to use here the simple fact: For a composite function f pλpr, ωq, θpr, ωqq in general, its derivative
BirB jω f pλpr, ωq, θpr, ωqq is a linear combination of
Bk
λ
Blθ f pλpr, ωq, θpr, ωqq
kź
ν“1
Biνr B jνω λpr, ωq
lź
µ“1
Bi
1
µ
r B j
1
µ
ω θpr, ωq,
ÿ
iν `
ÿ
i1µ “ i,
ÿ
jν `
ÿ
j1µ “ j.
This is a two-dimensional Faa` di Bruno’s formula in a less precise form.
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We have
ρ6pr, ωq “
dˆ
1´ cos 2θpr, ωq
ρpr, ωq2
˙2
`
ˆ
sin 2θpr, ωq
ρpr, ωq2
˙2
,
cos θ6pr, ωq “ 1
ρ6pr, ωq ´
cos 2θpr, ωq
ρ6pr, ωqρpr, ωq2 , sin θ
6pr, ωq “ sin 2θpr, ωq
ρ6pr, ωqρpr, ωq2 .
By the definitions of ρpr, ωq and θpr, ωq in (8.10) and (8.11), we have
1´ cos 2θpr, ωq
ρpr, ωq2 “ 1´
4pcosh2 r cos2 ω´ sinh2 r sin2 ωq
pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωq2
“ 1´ 2pcosh 2r cos 2ω` 1qpcosh 2r ` cos 2ωq2
“ cosh
2 2r ` cos2 2ω´ 2
pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωq2
“ sinh
2 2r ´ sin2 2ω
pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωq2 ,
and similarly
sin 2θpr, ωq
ρpr, ωq2 “
2 sinh 2r ¨ sin 2ω
pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωq2 .
We conclude that
ρ6pr, ωq “ sinh
2 2r ` sin2 2ω
pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωq2 “
cosh 2r ´ cos 2ω
cosh 2r ` cos 2ω,
cos θ6pr, ωq “ sinh
2 2r ´ sin2 2ω
sinh2 2r ` sin2 2ω, sin θ
6pr, ωq “ 2 sinh 2r ¨ sin 2ω
sinh2 2r ` sin2 2ω,
and hence
tanpθ6pr, ωq{2q “ sin 2ω
sinh 2r
.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 11.5. We have rwpy, Λq, rwpu, Λq “ OpT´Aq for |y|, |u| Ï |Λ|3{2, respec-
tively.
Proof. It is clear from (11.9) and (11.14). Q.E.D.
11.3. Analysis of the New Trigonometric-Hyperbolic Function. For later use, we
record here some results concerning the trigonometric-hyperbolic function trh6pr, ωq that
arose in Proposition 11.4. By (11.18), we have
Bρ6pr, ωq
Br “
4 sinh 2r cos 2ω
pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωq2 ,
Bρ6pr, ωq
Bω “
4 cosh 2r sin 2ω
pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωq2(11.19)
Bθ6pr, ωq
Br “ ´
4 cosh 2r sin 2ω
cosh2 2r ´ cos2 2ω,
Bθ6pr, ωq
Bω “
4 sinh 2r cos 2ω
cosh2 2r ´ cos2 2ω.(11.20)
Note that sinh2 2r ` sin2 2ω “ cosh2 2r ´ cos2 2ω.
Lemma 11.6. Define trh6pr, ω; φq “ ρ6pr, ωq cospφ` θ6pr, ωqq. For |r| ă 1, we have
Bi` jtrh6pr, ω; φq
Br iBω j Îi, j
ρ6pr, ωq
pcosh2 2r ´ cos2 2ωqpi` jq{2 .
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Proof. Set ψ “ φ` θ6pr, ωq. From (11.19) and (11.20) we deduce that
B trh6pr, ω; φq
Br “
4 sinh 2r cos 2ω
pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωq2 cosψ`
4 cosh 2r sin 2ω
pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωq2 sinψ,
B trh6pr, ω; φq
Bω “
4 cosh 2r sin 2ω
pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωq2 cosψ´
4 sinh 2r cos 2ω
pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωq2 sinψ.
For i ` j ě 1, we may prove by induction that Bi` jtrh6pr, ω; φq{Br iBω j is a linear combi-
nation of
sinhi1 2r coshi2 2r sin j1 2ω cos j2 2ω
pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωqk1`l`2pcosh 2r ´ cos 2ωqk2`l ¨
cosψ
sinψ
,
with
k1 ` k2 ` l ď i` j´ 1, 2pk1 ` k2 ` lq ď i` j` i1 ` j1 ´ 2,
i1 ` i2 ` j1 ` j2 “ k1 ` k2 ` 2l` 2, i2 ď i` 1, j2 ď j` 1.
Such a fraction is bounded by
psinh2 2r ` sin2 2ωqpi1` j1q{2
pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωqk1`l`2pcosh 2r ´ cos 2ωqk2`l
Î 1pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωqpi` jq{2´k2`1pcosh 2r ´ cos 2ωqpi` jq{2´k1´1
Î 1pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωqpi` jq{2`1pcosh 2r ´ cos 2ωqpi` jq{2´1 ,
as desired. Q.E.D.
By (11.19) and (11.20), we have
B log ρ6pr, ωq
Br “
Bθ6pr, ωq
Bω “
4 sinh 2r cos 2ω
sinh2 2r ` sin2 2ω,(11.21)
Bθ6pr, ωq
Br “ ´
B log ρ6pr, ωq
Bω “ ´
4 cosh 2r sin 2ω
sinh2 2r ` sin2 2ω.(11.22)
Similar to Lemma 11.6, one can establish the following lemma.
Lemma 11.7. For |r| ă 1, we have
Bi` j log ρ6pr, ωq
Br iBω j ,
Bi` jθ6pr, ωq
Br iBω j Îi, j
1
psinh2 2r ` sin2 2ωqpi` jq{2
for i` j ě 1.
Furthermore, it follows from (11.21) and (11.22) that
B2 log ρ6
Br2 “
B2θ6
BrBω “ ´
B2 log ρ6
Bω2 “ ´
8 cosh 2r cos 2ωpsinh2 2r ´ sin2 2ωq
psinh2 2r ` sin2 2ωq2 ,(11.23)
B2θ6
Br2 “ ´
B2 log ρ6
BrBω “ ´
B2θ6
Bω2 “
8 sinh 2r sin 2ωpcosh2 2r ` cos2 2ωq
psinh2 2r ` sin2 2ωq2 .(11.24)
Notation. For simplicity of exposition, we introduce some non-standard notation as
below.
Notation 11.8. For ∆ ą 1 and X ą 0, let x „∆ X stand for x P rX, ∆Xs.
Notation 11.9. Let ∆ ą 1. We write X «∆ Y if 1{c∆ ď X{Y ď c∆ for some c∆ ą 1
such that c∆ Ñ 1 as ∆ Ñ 1. We write X Î∆ Y if |X| ď δ∆Y for some δ∆ ą 0 such that
δ∆ Ñ 0 as ∆Ñ 1
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11.4. Preliminary Analysis of the Φ-integrals. For convenience of the further anal-
ysis by the Mellin technique in §13, we introduce certain partitions of the Φ-integrals.
For the real case, the partition for Φ`py, Λq is hidden in the proof of [You, Lemma
8.2], but the componentΦ`
0
py{Λq seems to be missing there.
Corollary 11.10. Let ∆ ą 1 be fixed. Let A ě 1. Let |y| „∆ Y. Suppose that Y Ï T ε
and |Λ| Ï T 2. Define Φ˘py, Λq by (11.12) and (11.13). We have
Φ`py, Λq “ Φ`1 py{Λq ` Φ`0 py{Λq ` OpT´Aq,(11.25)
for Y2{3 «∆ |Λ|, where Φ`1 pxq is supported in M1´εT Î |x| Î T 2´ε , given by
(11.26) Φ`
1
pxq “
ż
epTr{π´ x tanh2 rqV`prqdr,
with V`prq supported in r «∆ T{2πx, satisfying ripd{drqiV`prq Îi 1, andΦ`0 pxq vanishes
unless |x| Ï T 2´ε and satisfies
xipd{dxqiΦ`
0
pxq Îi T pi`1qε{
a
|x|,(11.27)
while
Φ´py, Λq “ Φ´py{Λq,(11.28)
for Y2{3 Î |Λ|{M2´ε , with
Φ´pxq “
ż
epTr{π´ x coth2 rqV´prqdr,(11.29)
where V´prq is supported in |r| «∆ Y1{3{|Λ|1{2, satisfying ripd{drqiV´prq Îi 1.
Proof. The case of Φ´py, Λq is obvious. For Φ`py, Λq it requires some discussions.
Let x “ y{Λ. The phase function Tr{π ´ x tanh2 r has a unique stationary point
r0 «∆ T{2πx. For |r0| ď Mε{M, it is necessary that |x| Ï M1´εT , and otherwise Φ`py, Λq
is negligible by Lemma 7.1 with Z “ |x|, Q “ 1, R “ T , and P “ 1{M. When |x| Î T 2´ε ,
we have |x|{T 2 Î 1{T ε , and hence Lemma 7.1 (now P “ T{|x|) implies that only a
negligibly small error is lost if we restrict the integration on the interval r «∆ T{2πx via a
smooth partition of unity, giving Φ`
1
pxq.
Next assume |x| Ï T 2´ε so that |r0| ă T ε{∆T . On applying Lemma 7.1 again with
R “ |x|{T 1´ε and P “ T ε{T , we are left to consider the integral Φ`
0
pxq restricted on |r| ď
T ε{T . The factor epTr{πq is no longer oscillatory and may be absorbed into the weight
function. To prove the estimates in (11.27) for the derivatives of Φ`
0
pxq, we differentiate
the integral and then confine the integration to |r| ď T ε{
a
|x|; Lemma 7.1 is used for the
last time with R “
a
|x|T ε and P “ T ε{
a
|x|. Alternatively, one can also use Lemma 7.2.
Note that the bounds for V`pr; y, Λq in (11.10) are used implicitly to determine the
P’s. Q.E.D.
Corollary 11.11. Let ∆ ą 1 be fixed. Let A ě 1. Let |u| „∆ Y. Suppose that Y Ï T ε
and |Λ| Ï T 2. Define Φpu, Λq by (11.17) and (11.18). We have
Φpu, Λq “
ÿ
T ε{Tăρă1{
?
2∆
ρ«∆T{2π|Λ|1{2
Φ`ρ pu{Λq ` Φ`0 pu{Λq
`
ÿ
ρă1{
?
2∆
ρ«∆Y1{3{|Λ|1{2
Φ´ρ pu{Λq ` Φ5pu{Λq ` OpT´Aq,
(11.30)
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where ρ “ ∆´k{2 for integers k, Φ5pu{Λq exists only when |Λ| «∆ T 2{2π2 and Y «∆
T 3{8π3, Φ`ρ pzq, Φ´ρ pzq, and Φ5pzq are integrals of the formżż
ep2Tr{π´ 2Repztrh6pr, ωqqqgpMrqVpr, ωqdrdω,(11.31)
with weight functions V “ V`ρ , V´ρ , and V5 supported in
cos2 ω «∆ Y2{3{|Λ|,
a
r2 ` sin2 ω „∆ ρ,(11.32) a
r2 ` cos2 ω „∆ ρ,(11.33)
and
| cos 2ω| ď ∆´ 1,(11.34)
respectively, satisfying
Bi` jV˘ρ pr, ωq
Br iBω j Îi, j
1
ρi` j
,
Bi` jV5pr, ωq
Br iBω j Îi, j 1,(11.35)
and Φ`
0
pzq has bounds
xi
Bi` jΦ`
0
pxeiφq
BxiBφ j Îi, j
T pi` j`1qε
max
 
T 2´ε , x
( .(11.36)
Clearly, the integral Φ5pzq has no counterpart in the real case. A similar partition on
Φ5pzq will be needed, but it seems more appropriate to introduce it when we apply the
Mellin technique in §13.
Proof. We start with dividing the ω-integral via a smooth partition of r0, πs into the
union of three regions given by
sinω ď 1?
2∆
, | cosω| ď 1?
2∆
, | cos 2ω| ď ∆´ 1,
respectively.
The second integral turns into the sum of Φ´ρ pu{Λq after employing a ∆-adic partition
with respect to
?
r2 ` cos2 ω. Note that (11.14) amounts to the condition ρ «∆ Y1{3{|Λ|1{2
in (11.30), and (11.15) is required to deduce the estimates for V´ρ pr, ωq in (11.35).
It remains to analyze the first and the third integrals. Keep in mind that because of
(11.14) we have necessarily cos2 ω «∆ Y2{3{|Λ| in the first case and Y2{3 «∆ |Λ|{2 in the
third case. Moreover, (11.15) manifests that the weight functions have bounded derivatives
as ρpr, ωq Ï 1 for both cases.
Let z “ u{Λ and write z “ xeiφ. The phase function in (11.17) or (11.31) is equal to
f pr, ω; x, φq “ Tr{π´ xρ6pr, ωq cospφ` θ6pr, ωqq
Set ψ “ φ` θ6pr, ωq for brevity. In view of (11.19) and (11.20), we have
B f {Br “ T{π` xpA cosψ` B sinψq, B f {Bω “ xpB cosψ´ A sinψq,
where
A “ 4 sinh 2r cos 2ωpcosh 2r ` cos 2ωq2 , B “
4 cosh 2r sin 2ω
pcosh 2r ` cos 2ωq2 .
It is clear that
pB f {Brq2 ` pB f {Bωq2 ě `T{π´ xaA2 ` B2 2˘,(11.37)
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in which
A2 ` B2 “ 16pcosh 2r ´ cos 2ωqpcosh 2r ` cos 2ωq3 “
4psinh2 r ` sin2 ωq
pcosh2 r ´ sin2 ωq3 .(11.38)
In the first case, (11.37) and (11.38) imply that
| f 1pr, ω; x, φq|2 Ï T 2 ` x2pr2 ` sin2 ωq,
except for r2 ` sin2 ω «∆ T 2{4π2|Λ| (since cos2 ω «∆ Y2{3{|Λ| and x „∆ Y{|Λ|). By
Lemma 11.6, we have
Bi` j f pr, ω; x, θq
Br iBω j Îi, j
x
pr2 ` sin2 ωqpi` jq{2´1
for i ` j ě 2. We truncate smoothly the first integral at
a
r2 ` sin2 ω “ T ε{T and apply
a ∆-adic partition of unity with respect to the value of
a
r2 ` sin2 ω over pT ε{T, 1{?2∆q.
In this way, the integral splits into
ř
ρΦ
`
ρ pzq ` Φ`0 pzq. On applying Lemma 7.4 with
Q “ Φ “ Υ “ ρ, P “ mintρ, 1{Mu, Z “ xρ2, and R “ T ` xρ, we infer that the integral
Φ
`
ρ pzq is negligibly small unless ρ «∆ T{2π
a
|Λ| (ρT ą T ε is required). When x ď T 2´ε ,
the estimates for Φ`
0
pxeiφq in (11.36) follow from trivial estimation. When x ą T 2´ε ,
we may further restrict the integration to
a
r2 ` sin2 ω ď T ε{?x. To see this, we absorb
ep2Tr{πq into the weight function, and apply Lemma 7.4 with Q “ Φ “ P “ Υ “ T ε{?x,
Z “ T ε , and R “ ?xT ε . Again, (11.36) follows trivially.
For the third case, it is left to prove that the integral restricted to | cos 2ω| ď ∆ ´ 1 is
negligible unless x «∆ T{4π. To this end, observe that
?
A2 ` B2 «∆ 4, and it follows
from (11.37) that
| f 1pr, ω; x, φq|2 Ï T 2 ` x2
unless x «∆ T{4π. By Lemma 11.6, we have
Bi` j f pr, ω; x, θq
Br iBω j Îi, j x
for i` j ě 2. The proof is completed by applying Lemma 7.4 with Q “ Φ “ 1, P “ 1{M,
Υ “ 1, Z “ x, and R “ T ` x. Q.E.D.
12. Stationary Phase for the Mellin Transforms
In this section, we fix a smooth function vpxq such that vpxq ” 1 on r1{2, 2s and
vpxq ” 0 on p0, 1{3s Y r3,8q.
12.1. The Real Case. As in §2, let pa “ Rˆt0, 1u and define χ iν,mpxq “ |x|iνpx{|x|qm
for pν,mq P pa. The Mellin transform of f pxq P C8c pRˆq is defined by
f˘ pν,mq “
ż
Rˆ
f pxqχ iν,mpxqdˆx,
and the Mellin inversion reads
f pxq “ 1
4π
żż
pa f˘ pν,mqχ iν,mpxqdµpt,mq.
Lemma 12.1. Let R, S ą 0 and X ě 1. Suppose that wpxq is smooth and xiwpiqpxq Îi
S Xi for |x| P rR{3, 3Rs. We have
wpxq “
żż
pa ξpν,mqχ iν,mpxqdµpt,mq,
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whenever |x| P rR{2, 2Rs, with the function ξpν,mq satisfying ξpν,mq Î S and ξpν,mq “
OpS T´Aq if |ν| ą T εX.
Proof. Let ξpν,mq be the Mellin transform of 4πvp|x|{Rqwpxq. The first estimate for
ξpν,mq is trivial. The second is an easy consequence of Lemma 7.1 with phase function
ν log |x|{2π. Q.E.D.
Lemma 12.2. Let R ą 1. We have
epxq “
żż
pa ξRpν,mqχ iν,mpxqdµpt,mq,
whenever |x| P rR{2, 2Rs, where ξRpν,mq “ O
`pR` |ν|q´A˘ unless |ν| — R, in which case
ξRpν,mq Î 1{
?
R.
Proof. Let ξRpν,mq be the Mellin transform of 4πvp|x|{Rqepxq. To derive the es-
timates for ξRpν,mq, apply Lemma 7.1 and 7.2 (the second derivative test) with phase
function x` ν log |x|{2π. Q.E.D.
12.2. The Complex Case. As in §2, let pa “ RˆZ and define χ iν,mpzq “ |z|2iνpz{|z|qm
for pν,mq P pa. The Mellin transform of f pzq P C8c pCˆq is defined by
f˘ pν,mq “
ż
Cˆ
f pzqχ iν,mpzqdˆz,
and the Mellin inversion reads
f pzq “ 1
4π2
żż
pa f˘ pν,mqχ iν,mpzqdµpt,mq.
In the polar coordinates,
f˘ pν,mq “ 2
ż 8
0
ż 2π
0
f pxeiφqx2iνeimφ dφdx
x
.
Lemma 12.3. Let R, S ą 0 and X ě 1. Let wpzq be smooth with xiBixB jφwpxeiφq Îi, j
S Xi` j for x P rR{3, 3Rs. We have
wpzq “
żż
pa ξp2ν,mqχ iν,mpzqdµpt,mq,
whenever |z| P rR{2, 2Rs, with the function ξpν,mq satisfying ξpν,mq Î S and ξpν,mq “
OpS T´Aq if
?
ν2 ` m2 ą T εX.
Proof. Let ξp2ν,mq be the Mellin transform of 4π2vp|z|{Rqwpzq. In the polar coordi-
nates, apply Lemma 7.1 to the x- or φ-integral with phase function ν log x{2π or mφ{2π,
respectively. Q.E.D.
The complex analogue of Lemma 12.2 is as follows. However, its proof requires
considerably more work.
Lemma 12.4. Let R Ï 1. We have
ep2Repzqq “
żż
pa ξRpν,mqχ iν,mpzqdµpt,mq,
whenever |z| P rR{2, 2Rs, where ξRpν,mq “ O
`pR` |ν| ` |m|q´A˘ unless ?ν2 ` m2 — R,
in which case ξRpν,mq Î logR{R.
Let ξRp2ν,mq “ ξp2ν,mq be the Mellin transform of 4π2vp|z|{Rqep2Repzqq. Write
ξpν,mq “ 8π2Riν
ż 8
0
ż 2π
0
vpxqep f px, φ; ν,mqqdφdx
x
,
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with
f px, φq “ f px, φ; ν,mq “ 2Rx cos φ` pν log x` mφq{2π.
We have
f 1px, φq “ p2R cosφ` ν{2πx,´2Rx sin φ` m{2πq,(12.1)
and hence there is a unique stationary point px0, φ0q given by
x0 “
?
ν2 ` m2
4πR
, cos φ0 “ ´ ν?
ν2 ` m2 , sin φ0 “
m?
ν2 ` m2 .
12.2.1. Applying Ho¨rmander’s Partial Integration. First, we prove ξpν,mq “ O`pR`
|ν| ` |m|q´A˘ for any A ě 1 unless x0 P r1{4, 4s, say. The arguments below are similar to
those in [Qi3, §6.1]. Our idea is to modify Ho¨rmander’s elaborate partial integration. To
this end, we introduce
gpx, φq “ xpBx f px, φqq2 ` p1{xqpBx f px, φqq2
“
ˆ
2R
?
x´
?
ν2 ` m2
2π
?
x
˙2
` 2R
π
`?
ν2 ` m2 ` ν cos φ´ m sinφ˘.(12.2)
It is clear that
(12.3) gpx, φq Ï
#
R2x, if x ě 4x0{3,
pν2 ` m2q{x, if x ď 3x0{4.
Define the differential operator
D “ xBx f px, φq
gpx, φq
B
Bx `
Bφ f px, φq
xgpx, φq
B
Bφ
so that Dpep f px, φqqq “ 2πi ¨ ep f px, φqq; its adjoint operator is given by
D˚“ ´ 1
2πi
ˆ B
Bx
xBx f px, φq
gpx, φq `
B
Bφ
Bφ f px, φq
xgpx, φq
˙
,
and
ξpν,mq “ 2R
iν
p2πiqn
ż 8
0
ż 2π
0
D˚npvpxq{xqep f px, φqqdφdx.
For integer n ě 1, D˚npvpxq{xq is a linear combination of all the terms occurring in the
expansions of
BixB jφ
 
pxBx f px, φqqipBφ f px, φq{xq jgpx, φqnpvpxq{xq
(
{gpx, φq2n, i` j “ n.
Moreover, we have
xBx f px, φq Î Rx` |ν|, B jφpxBx f px, φqq Î Rx, BxB jφpxBx f px, φqq Î R,
Bφ f px, φq{x Î R` |m|{x, BixpBφ f px, φq{xq Î |m|{xi`1, B jφpBφ f px, φq{xq Î R,
x2Bxgpx, φq Î R2x2`ν2`m2, xi`1Bixgpx, φq Î ν2`m2, B jφgpx, φq Î
a
ν2`m2,
B2xpxBx f px, φqq “ 0, BxBφpBφ f px, φq{xq “ 0, BxBφgpx, φq “ 0.
Now assume that x P r1{3, 3s and x0 R r1{4, 4s. Then (12.3) yields
gpx, φq Ï R2 ` ν2 ` m2.
Let i1, i2 ď i and j1, j2 ď j. From the estimates above, it is straightforward to prove that
Bi1x B j1φ
 
pxBx f px, φqqipBφ f px, φq{xq j
(
Î pR` |ν|qipR` |m|q j,
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and
Bi2x B j2φ gpx, φqn
gpx, φq2n Î
ÿ
k1`2k2ďi2
ÿ
lď j2
pR2 ` ν2 ` m2qk1pν2 ` m2qk2`l{2
gpx, φqn`k1`k2`l .
Combining these, we conclude that
ξpν,mq Î
ÿ
k1`2k2`lďn
ż 3
1{3
ż 2π
0
pR` |ν| ` |m|qn`2pk1`k2q`l
gpx, φqn`k1`k2`l dφdx
Î
ÿ
lďn
1
pR` |ν| ` |m|qn`l
Î 1pR` |ν| ` |m|qn ,
as desired.
12.2.2. Applying Olver’s Uniform Asymptotic Formula. Next, we need to prove the
bound ξpν,mq Î logR{R when x0 P r1{4, 4s. This may be easily deduced from the same
bound for the unweighted integrals as follows.
Lemma 12.5. Suppose that x0 P r1{4, 4s. For b ą a ą 0, define
Ipa, bq “
ż b
a
ż 2π
0
ep2Rx cos φqeimφxiν´1dφdx.
Then for any b ą a ě 1{8, we have Ipa, bq Î logR{R, where the implied constant is
absolute.
Firstly, we write
Ipa, bq “
ż b
a
ż 2π
0
ep f px, φqqdφdx
x
,
and apply Ho¨rmander’s elaborate partial integration once, obtaining
1
2πi
ż 2π
0
ˆBx f pb, φq
gpb, φq ep f pb, φqq ´
Bx f pa, φq
gpa, φq ep f pa, φqq
˙
dφ
´ 1
2πi
ż b
a
ż 2π
0
ˆ B
Bx
ˆBx f px, φq
gpx, φq
˙
` 1
x2
B
Bφ
ˆBφ f px, φq
gpx, φq
˙˙
ep f px, φqqdxdφ.
For a ě 2x0 (ě 1{2), one uses (12.1), (12.2), and the first lower bound in (12.3) to bound
this by 1{aR Î 1{R. The case when b ď x0{2 is similar, for which we use the second
lower bound in (12.3).
The problem is thus reduced to the case when 2x0 ě b ą a ě x0{2. Assume m ě 0
for simplicity. We invoke the integral representations of Bessel for Jmpzq as follows (see
[Wat, 2.2 (1)]),
Jmpzq “ 1
2πim
ż 2π
0
eiz cosφ`imφdφ,
and hence
Ipa, bq “ 2πim
ż b
a
Jmp4πRxqxiν´1dx.(12.4)
According to [Olv3, §7.13.1],
Jmpxq “
´ 2
πx
¯1{2
cos
´
x´ πm
2
´ π
4
¯
` O
ˆ
m2 ` 1
x3{2
˙
, x Ï m2 ` 1.
It follows that if m ď R1{4, then Ipa, b; ν,mq “ Op1{
a
R|ν|q “ Op1{Rq by Lemma 7.2.
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For m ą R1{4, we employ Olver’s uniform asymptotic formula, in particular, Lemma
B.1 in Appendix B.
For simplicity, set c “ 4πR{m, x1
0
“ m{2πR, and x˘
0
“ pm˘ m1{3q{4πR.
When R1{4 ă m ď πRx0 “
?
ν2 ` m2{4, so that 2 ď cx Î m3 for all x P rx0{2, 2x0s,
by Lemma B.1 (4), the integral in (12.4) turns into
Ipa, bq “
ÿ
˘
ż b
a
ep f˘pxq{2πqw˘pxqdx` Op1{Rq,
with
f˘pxq “ ˘mγpcxq ` ν log x,
and
w˘pxq “ 2
?
2πim
W˘pmγpcxqq
m1{2ppcxq2 ´ 1q1{4x ,
in which γpxq “ ?x2 ´ 1´ arcsecx. We have
γ1pxq “
?
x2 ´ 1
x
, γ2pxq “ 1
x2
?
x2 ´ 1 .
Therefore
f 1˘pxq “
1
x
`˘ mapcxq2 ´ 1` ν˘, f 2˘pxq “ 1x2
ˆ
˘ ma
pcxq2 ´ 1
´ ν
˙
.
Moreover,
w˘pxq, w1˘pxq Î
1?
R
;
note that γpxq “ x` Op1q for x ě 2 (see (B.6)). If ˘ν ą 0, then | f 1˘pxq| Ï m ` |ν| Ï R,
and the integral is O
`
1{R3{2˘ by partial integration (the first derivative test). If ˘ν ă 0,
then | f 2˘pxq| Ï m ` |ν| Ï R, and the integral is Op1{Rq by the second derivative test in
Lemma 7.2.
Suppose now x0{2 ă x10 so that we have necessarily m — R. When max
 
x0{2, x`0
( ď
a ă b ď x10, we apply Lemma B.1 (3) and then divide the integral in (12.4) by a dyadic
partition with respect to cx ´ 1; the error term is Op1{mq “ Op1{Rq, and the resulting
integrals can be treated in a manner similar to the above. We just need to notice that
m{
a
pcxq2 ´ 1 would dominate ν in f 2˘pxq when cx ´ 1 is small, in which case only
Lemma 7.2 is applied. However, by doing the dyadic partition, we might lose a logR.
Finally, assume that x0{2 ă x`0 , and consider the case when x0{2 ď a ă b ď x`0 . We
use Lemma B.1 (1) and (2) to bound the integral Ipa, bq as in (12.4) by
Î 1
m1{3
ż x`
0
1{c
dx` 1
m1{3
ż 1{c
1{2c
exp
`´ 1
3
mp2 ´ 2cxqq3{2˘dx
Î 1
m1{3
ż 1{m2{3
0
dy` 1
m1{3
ż 1
0
exp
`´ 1
3
my3{2
˘
dy
Î 1
m
.
Remark 12.6. The logR in Lemma 12.4 or 12.5 could be removed on applying the sta-
tionary phase method (Lemma 5.5.6 in [Hux] for example) instead of the second derivative
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test, as revealed by the formula
Ip0,8q “
ż 8
0
ż 2π
0
ep2Rx cos φqeimφxiν´1dφdx “ πi
|m|Γ
`
1
2
p|m| ` iνq˘
p2πRqiνΓ` 1
2
p|m| ´ iνq ` 1˘ ,
for m ‰ 0, which is a consequence of Weber’s integral formula in [Wat, 13.24 (1)].
13. Analysis of the Hankel Transforms, II
In this final analytic section, our primary object is to use the Mellin technique and the
stationary phase method to analyze the Φ-integrals in §11.4.
Definition 13.1. Let U Ï 1 and pκ, nq P pa. DefinepapUq “  pν,mq P pa : ?ν2 ` m2 Î U(, pa1pUq “  pν,mq P pa : ?ν2 ` m2 — U(,(13.1)
and paκ,npUq “  pν,mq P pa : apν´ κq2 ` pm´ nq2 Î U(.(13.2)
For convenience, we shall not distinguish ξRpν,mq and ξUpν,mq when R — U; see
Lemma 12.2 and 12.4.
13.1. The Real Case.
Lemma 13.2. Fix a constant ∆ ą 1 with log∆ small. Let |Λ| Ï T 2. Let |x| „∆ X. Let
Φ0pxq, Φ´pxq, Φ`
1
pxq, and Φ`
0
pxq be given as in Corollary 11.2 and 11.10. Set Φ`pxq “
Φ
`
1
pxq ` Φ`
0
pxq. For σ “ 0,´,`, we have
Φσpxq “ T
ε
?
Aσ
żż
papUσq λσpν,mqχ iν,mpxqdµpν,mq ` OpT´Aq,(13.3)
for
X Î T ε{|Λ|, if σ “ 0,
T ε{|Λ| Î X Î
a
|Λ|{M3´ε , if σ “ ´,
X «∆
a
|Λ| Ï M1´εT, if σ “ `,
(13.4)
with
(13.5) Uσ “
$’&’%
T ε ,
|XΛ|1{3,
min
 
T 2{X, T ε(, A
σ “
$’&’%
1, if σ “ 0,
|Λ|, if σ “ ´,
min
 
T 2´ε , X
(
, if σ “ `,
and λσpν,mq Î 1 for all σ.
For Φ0pxq and Φ`
0
pxq, it is easy to establish (13.3) by Lemma 12.1, along with (11.6)
and (11.27). This settles the case σ “ 0 and partially the case σ “ ` for X Ï T 2´ε .
Next, we consider the integral Φ`
1
pxq as defined in (11.26) for M1´εT Î |x| Î T 2´ε .
Since |x tanh2 r| «∆ T 2{4π2X for |r| «∆ T{2πX, up to a negligible error, we can rewrite
Φ
`
1
pxq using Lemma 12.2 as follows,żż
pa1pT 2{Xq ξT 2{Xpν,mqχ iν,mpxq
ż
epTr{πqχ iν,mptanh2 rqV`prqdr dµpν,mq,
with ξT 2{Xpν,mq “ Op
?
X{T q. Write the inner integral as an exponential integral with
phase function f`prq “ pTr`ν log | tanh r|q{π. Note that f 2`prq “ νptanh2 r´coth2 rqq{π is
of size |ν|{r2 — X. By the second derivative test (Lemma 7.2), the r-integral is Op1{?Xq,
and ξT 2{Xpν,mq{
?
X “ Op1{T q, leading to
?
A` “ T for X Î T 2´ε as claimed.
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Finally, let Φ´pxq be as defined in (11.29). Note that |r| «∆ Y1{3{|Λ|1{2 there amounts
to |r| «∆ X1{3{|Λ|1{6 for X “ Y{|Λ|, and hence |x coth2 r| «∆ |XΛ|1{3. By Lemma 12.2, up
to a negligible error, the integral Φ´pxq can be rewritten asżż
pa1p|XΛ|1{3q ξ|XΛ|1{3pν,mqχ iν,mpxq
ż
epTr{πqχ iν,mpcoth2 rqV´prqdr dµpν,mq.
with ξ|XΛ|1{3pν,mq “ Op1{|XΛ|1{6q. Now the phase function of the inner integral is f´prq “
pTr ` ν log | coth r|q{π. Since f 2´prq(“ ´ f 2`prq) is of size |ν|{r2 — |Λ2{X|1{3, by the
second derivative test, the r-integral is OpX1{6{|Λ|1{3q, and ξ|XΛ|1{3pν,mq ¨ X1{6{|Λ|1{3 “
Op1{
a
|Λ|q, as desired.
Remark 13.3. In the case σ “ ´, f´prq has a stationary point at |ν|{T — |XΛ|1{3{T,
while V´prq is supported on |r| — X1{3{|Λ|1{6, so a consistency check shows that |Λ| — T 2.
However, this would have been implied at an early stage when analyzing the Bessel integral
Hp´x2q (see Remark 8.3).
13.2. The Complex Case.
Lemma 13.4. Fix a constant ∆ ą 1 with log∆ small. Let |Λ| Ï T 2. Let |z| „∆ X. Let
Φ0pzq, Φ´ρ pzq, Φ`ρ pzq, and Φ`0 pzq be given as in Corollary 11.2 and 11.11. Set
Φ`pzq “
ÿ
T ε{Tăρă1{?2∆
ρ«∆T{2π|Λ|1{2
Φ`ρ pzq ` Φ`0 pzq, Φ´pzq “
ÿ
ρă1{?2∆
ρ«∆X1{3{|Λ|1{6
Φ´ρ pzq.
For σ “ 0,´,`, we have
Φσpzq “ T
ε
Aσ
żż
papUσq λσpν,mqχ iν,mpzqdµpν,mq ` OpT´Aq,(13.6)
for
X Î T ε{|Λ|, if σ “ 0,
T ε{|Λ| Î X Î
a
|Λ|, if σ “ ´,
X —
a
|Λ|, if σ “ `,
(13.7)
with
(13.8) Uσ “
$’&’%
T ε ,
|XΛ|1{3,
min
 
T 2{X, T ε(, A
σ “
$’&’%
1, if σ “ 0,
|Λ|, if σ “ ´,
min
 
T 2´ε , X
(
, if σ “ `,
and λσpν,mq Î 1 for all σ.
Remark 13.5. Similar to the real case, when σ “ ´, we shall also get |Λ| — T 2 in the
process of proof.
Lemma 13.6. Fix a constant ∆ ą 1 with log∆ small. Assume that M ď T 1{3. Let
|Λ| «∆ T 2{2π2 and X «∆ T{4π. For |z| „∆ X, let Φ5pzq be given as in Corollary 11.11.
We have
Φ5pzq “
ÿ
T ε{K5ăρă∆´1
Φ5ρpzq ` Φ50pzq ` OpT´Aq,
with K5 “ min  pT{Mq1{2, T 1{4(,
Φ5ρpzq “
1
A5ρ
żż
pa0,tTupU5ρ qYpa0,r´TspU5ρ q λ
5
ρpν,mqχ iν,mpzqdµpν,mq,(13.9)
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where ρ “ ∆´k{2 or 0,
U5ρ “ Tρ2, A5ρ “ T 2ρ,(13.10)
U50 “
$’&’%
T 1{2`ε ,
T 1{2`ε ,
MT ε ,
A50 “
$’’&’’%
T 5{3, if T ε ď M ď T 1{3,
M1{2T 3{2, if T 1{3 ă M ď T 1{2,
M1{2T 3{2, if T 1{2 ă M ď T 1´ε ,
(13.11)
and λ5ρpν,mq, λ50pν,mq Î 1.
For Φ0pzq and Φ`
0
pzq, it is easy to establish (13.6) by Lemma 12.3, along with (11.7)
and (11.36). This settles the case σ “ 0 and partially the case σ “ ` for X Ï T 2´ε .
In view of (11.18),
ρ6pr, ωq “ sinh
2 r ` sin2 ω
cosh2 r ´ sin2 ω “
cosh2 r ´ cos2 ω
sinh2 r ` cos2 ω “
cosh 2r ´ cos 2ω
cosh 2r ` cos 2ω.
From (11.32)–(11.34), we deduce that
xρ6pr, ωq «∆
$’’&’’%
|XΛ|1{3ρ2 — T 2{X, if σ “ `,
Xp1´ ρ2q{ρ2 — |XΛ|1{3, if σ “ ´,
X «∆ T{4π, if σ “ 5.
Applying Lemma 12.4 to the exponential factor ep´2Repztrh6pr, ωqqq in the integral in
(11.31), we have
Φ˘ρ pxeiφq “
żż
pa1pU˘q ξU˘ pν,mqI˘ρ pν,mqχ iν,mpxeiφqdµpν,mq ` OpT´Aq,(13.12)
Φ5pxeiφq “
żż
pa1pTq ξT pν,mqI5pν,mqχ iν,mpxeiφqdµpν,mq ` OpT´Aq,(13.13)
where ξU˘ pν,mq “ OplogT{U˘q, ξT pν,mq “ Oplog T{T q,
I˘ρ pν,mq “
żż
ep f pr, ω; t,mq{2πqgpMrqV˘ρ pr, ωqdrdω,(13.14)
I5pν,mq “
żż
ep f pr, ω; t,mq{2πqgpMrqV5pr, ωqdrdω,(13.15)
and
f pr, ω; ν,mq “ 4Tr ` ν log ρ6pr, ωq ` mθ6pr, ωq.(13.16)
Analysis of f pr, ω; ν,mq. By (11.21) and (11.22), we have
B f {Br “ 4pT ` νA1 ´ mB1q, B f {Bω “ 4pmA1 ` νB1q,(13.17)
with
A1 “ sinh 2r cos 2ω
sinh2 2r ` sin2 2ω, B1 “
cosh 2r sin 2ω
sinh2 2r ` sin2 2ω.(13.18)
Since
sinh2 2r cos2 2ω` cosh2 2r sin2 2ω “ sinh2 2r ` sin2 2ω,
the stationary point pr0, ω0q is given by the equations:
sinh 2r0 cos 2ω0 “ ν{T, cosh 2r0 sin 2ω0 “ ´m{T.(13.19)
Also note that
A21 ` B21 “
1
sinh2 2r ` sin2 2ω.
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It follows from (13.17) that
pB f {Brq2 ` pB f {Bωq2 “ 16
´
T ´
b
pν2 ` m2qpA2
1
` B2
1
q
¯2
` 32T
´b
pν2 ` m2qpA2
1
` B2
1
q ` νA1 ´ mB1
¯
.
From this, it is easy to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 13.7. We have
| f 1pr, ω; ν,mq|2 Ï T 2 ` ν
2 ` m2
sinh2 2r ` sin2 2ω,(13.20)
unless
|sinh 2r cos 2ω ¨ T ´ ν| , |cosh 2r sin 2ω ¨ T ` m| Î∆
a
ν2 ` m2.(13.21)
Note that the conditions in (13.21) imply
ν2 ` m2
sinh2 2r ` sin2 2ω «∆ T
2,(13.22)
and they describe a small neighborhood of pr0, ω0q.
By (11.23) and (11.24), we have
f 2 “ ´8
ˆ
νA2 ´ mB2 mA2 ` νB2
mA2 ` νB2 ´νA2 ` mB2
˙
,(13.23)
with
(13.24)
A2 “ cosh 2r cos 2ωpsinh
2 2r ´ sin2 2ωq
psinh2 2r ` sin2 2ωq2 , B2 “
sinh 2r sin 2ωpcosh2 2r ` cos2 2ωq
psinh2 2r ` sin2 2ωq2 .
Some computations show that
f 2pr0, ω0; ν,mq“´ 8T
sinh22r0` sin22ω0
ˆ
sinh2r0 cosh2r0 sin2ω0 cos2ω0
sin2ω0 cos2ω0 ´ sinh2r0 cosh2r0
˙
.
In light of this, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 13.8. For any pr, ωq satisfying (13.21), we have
νA2 ´ mB2 ´ T sinh 2r cosh 2r
sinh2 2r ` sin2 2ω Î∆
?
ν2 ` m2
sinh2 2r ` sin2 2ω,
mA2 ` νB2 ´ T sin 2ω cos 2ω
sinh2 2r ` sin2 2ω Î∆
?
ν2 ` m2
sinh2 2r ` sin2 2ω.
Moreover, by Lemma 11.7,
Bi` j f pr, ω; ν,mq
Br iBω j Îi, j
?
ν2 ` m2
psinh2 2r ` sin2 2ωqpi` jq{2(13.25)
for i` j ě 2.
The Case σ “ ˘. For Lemma 13.4 it remains to prove the bounds:
I`ρ pν,mq Î 1{X, I´ρ pν,mq Î X1{3{|Λ|2{3.
Recall from (11.32) and (11.33) that Vσρ pr, ωq is supported ona
r2 ` sin2 ω „∆ ρ,
a
r2 ` cos2 ω „∆ ρ,(13.26)
according as σ “ ` or ´, and from (11.35) that
BirBiωVσρ pr, ωq Îi, j 1{ρi` j.(13.27)
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In view of (13.20), (13.22), (13.25), and (13.27), for the integral Iσρpν,mq not to be
negligibly small, it is necessary that
p1´ ρ2qρ2 «∆ ν
2 ` m2
2T 2
.(13.28)
For this, we applying Lemma 7.4 with Q “ Ω “ Υ “ ρ, P “ mintρ, 1{Mu, Z “?
ν2 ` m2, and R “ T ` ?ν2 ` m2{ρ; for σ “ `, the condition ρ ą T ε{T is required, and
for σ “ ´, one has P Ï ?ν2 ` m2{ρ because ?ν2 ` m2{ρ —
a
|Λ| Ï T . Moreover, for
σ “ `, it is pleasant to check that (13.28) is consistent with ρ «∆ T{2π|Λ|1{2,
?
ν2 ` m2 —
T 2{X, and X —
a
|Λ|, while for σ “ ´, since ρ «∆ X1{3{|Λ|1{6 and
?
ν2 ` m2 — |XΛ|1{3,
(13.28) would imply |Λ| — T 2 as claimed in Remark 13.5.
Consider rectangular regions of the formˇˇ˘2rp1´ 2ρ2q ¨ T ´ νˇˇ , |sin 2ω ¨ T ` m| Î∆ aν2 ` m2.(13.29)
Given (13.26) (and |r| ď Mε{M), the regions defined by (13.21) and (13.29) contain one
another if we suitably choose the implied constants. By Lemma 7.4, we infer that only a
negligibly small error is lost if the integral is restricted to the region (13.29). Next, Lemma
13.8, along with (13.26) and (13.28), implies that, when log∆ ą 0 is a small constant,
|νA2 ´mB2| Ï T{ρ if |r| Ï | sin 2ω| and |mA2 ` νB2| Ï T{ρ if | sin 2ω| Ï |r|. Finally, we
exploit the second derivative test as in Lemma 7.5 to get the desired estimates:
I˘ρ pν,mq Î ρ{T Î
#
1{|Λ|1{2 Î 1{X, if σ “ `,
X1{3{T |Λ|1{6 Î X1{3{|Λ|2{3, if σ “ ´.
The Case σ “ 5. Set K “ min  pT{Mq1{2, T 1{3(. We introduce a partition to the
integral I5pν,mq in (13.15) according to the value of ?r2 ` cos2 2ω,
I5pν,mq “
ÿ
T ε{Kăρă∆´1
I5ρpν,mq ` I50pν,mq,
with
I5ρpν,mq “
żż
ep f pr, ω; t,mq{2πqgpMrqV5ρpr, ωqdrdω,
where ρ “ ∆´k{2 or 0, V5ρpr, ωq or V50pr, ωq is supported ona
r2 ` cos2 2ω „∆ ρ,
a
r2 ` cos2 2ω Î T ε{K,
respectively, and
BirBiωV5ρpr, ωq Îi, j 1{ρi` j, BirBiωV50pr, ωq Îi, j pK{T εqi` j.
Consequently, we have a partition of Φ5pxeiφq (see (13.13)) in the same fashion:
Φ5pν,mq “
ÿ
1{Kăρă∆´1
Φ5ρpν,mq ` Φ50pν,mq,(13.30)
with
Φ5ρpxeiφq “
żż
pa1pTq ξT pν,mqI5ρpν,mqχ iν,mpxeiφqdµpν,mq.(13.31)
An obvious distinction between the cases σ “ ˘ and 5 is the scale of sinh2 2r`sin2 2ω
which arose ubiquitously in the denominators of the derivatives of f pr, ω; ν,mq. Its scale
grows from ρ2 to 1 when σ changes from ˘ to 5. As a consequence, we lose 1{ρ2 in the
stationary-phase bound for I5ρpν,mq (it could be even worse than the trivial bound if ρ were
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very close to 0). Fortunately, however, we shall be able to recover the loss by shrinking the
integral domain pa1pT q into the union of pa0,tTupU5ρq and pa0,r´TspU5ρq.
Now we return to the analysis of the integral I5ρpν,mq.
Similar to the case σ “ ˘, we deduce from the second derivative test (Lemma 7.5) that
I5ρpν,mq Î 1{Tρ.Moreover, we have the trivial bound I50pν,mq Î T ε{max
 pMT q1{2, T 2{3(.
Recall that
?
ν2 ` m2 — T . In view of (13.17) and (13.18), A1, B1 ˘ 1 “ Opρ2q, and
therefore
B f {Br “ 4pT ¯ mq ` OpTρ2q, B f {Bω “ ˘4ν` OpTρ2q.
Moreover, (13.25) now reads
Bi` j f {Br iBω j Îi, j T
for i` j ě 2. SetU “ max  Tρ2, T 1{2`ε( “ max  Tρ2, T 1{2`ε ,MT ε(. Then |B f {Bω| Ï U
for |ν| Ï U, and |B f {Br| Ï U for |T ¯ m| Ï U. On applying Lemma 7.1 to the ω- or
r-integral, with P “ ρ or mintρ, 1{Mu, Q “ 1, Z “ T , and R “ U, we find that I5ρpν,mq is
negligibly small for such ν or m (it is important here that T{U2,M{U ď 1{T ε). Similarly,
if we put U0 “ max
 
T 1{2`ε ,MT ε
(
, then I50pν,mq is negligibly small unless ν “ OpU0q
and m “ ˘T ` OpU0q.
Lemma 13.6 follows if we truncate the ρ-sum in (13.30) at ρ “ T ε{T 1{4 in the case
M ă T 1{2 and absorb the sum of Φ5ρpν,mq over smaller ρ’s into Φ50pν,mq.
B. Olver’s Uniform Asymptotic Formula for Bessel Functions
In this appendix, we recollect Olver’s uniform asymptotic formula for Bessel functions
of large order and prove some of its implications that will be useful in §12.2.2 for our study
of certain Mellin integrals over C. For our purpose, we only consider here Jmpmxq with
large integer order m and positive real variable x.
According to [Olv1, §4], we have
Jmpmxq “
´ 4ζ
1´ x2
¯1{4#Ai`m2{3ζ˘
m1{3
kÿ
s“0
Aspζq
m2s
` Ai
1`m2{3ζ˘
m5{3
k´1ÿ
s“0
Bspζq
m2s
`O
˜ ˇˇ
expp´ 2
3
mζ3{2qˇˇ
m2k`1p1 ` m1{6|ζ|1{4q
¸+
,
(B.1)
where Aipyq is the Airy function,
(B.2)
2
3
ζ3{2 “ log 1`
?
1´ x2
x
´
a
1´ x2, 0 ă x ď 1,
2
3
p´ζq3{2 “
a
x2 ´ 1´ arcsecx, x ą 1,
and
Aspζq “
2sÿ
j“0
b jζ
´3 j{2U2s´ jp3q, ζ1{2Bspζq “ ´
2s`1ÿ
j“0
a jζ
´3 j{2U2s´ j`1p3q,(B.3)
in which a0 “ b0 “ 1,
as “ 1
32sp2sq!
Γ
`
3s` 1
2
˘
Γ
`
1
2
˘ , bs “ ´6s` 1
6s´ 1as,
and Usp3q are polynomials in 3 “ 1{
?
1´ x2, with the first three found to be
U0 “ 1, U1 “ p33´ 533q{24, U2 “ p8132 ´ 46234 ` 38536q{1152;(B.4)
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see [Olv2, (4.5), (4.12)] for the error term in (B.1) and [Olv1, §6] for the coefficients Aspζq
and Bspζq. By [Olv1, (4.13), (4.14)],
x “ 1´ ζ
21{3
` 3ζ
2
10 ¨ 22{3 ` Opζ
3q, |ζ| Î 1,(B.5)
x “ 2
3
p´ζq3{2 ` Op1q, ´ζ Ï 1.(B.6)
As for the Airy function, if we set γ “ 2
3
y3{2 for y ą 0, then it is well-known (see [AS,
(10.4.14)–(10.4.17)]) that
Aipyq “
?
y?
3π
K1{3pγq, Aip´yq “
?
y
3
`
J1{3pγq` J´1{3pγq
˘
,
Ai1pyq “ ´ y?
3π
K2{3pγq, Ai1p´yq “ y
3
`
J2{3pγq´ J´2{3pγq
˘
.
For |y| Î 1, we have Aipyq “ Op1q (see [AS, (10.4.2)]). For y Ï 1, it follows from [Wat,
7.21 (1, 3), 7.23 (1), §7.3] that
Aipyq “ O
ˆ
expp´γq
y1{4
˙
, Ai1pyq “ O`y1{4expp´γq˘,(B.7)
and
Aip´yq “
ÿ
˘
expp˘iγq
y1{4
W˘pγq, Ai1p´yq “ O
`
y1{4
˘
,(B.8)
with γiW
piq
˘ pγq Îi 1.
Lemma B.1. Let m Ï 1 and x ą 0. For x ą 1, define γpxq “ ?x2 ´ 1´ arcsecx.
(1) For |x´ 1| ď 1{m2{3, we have Jmpmxq “ Op1{m1{3q.
(2) For 1
2
ď x ď 1´ 1{m2{3, we have
Jmpmxq “ O
˜
exp
`´ 1
3
mp2´ 2xqq3{2˘
m1{2p1´ xq1{4
¸
.(B.9)
(3) For 1` 1{m2{3 ď x ď 2, we have
Jmpmxq “
?
2
ÿ
˘
expp˘imγpxqq
m1{2px2 ´ 1q1{4W˘pmγpxqq ` O
ˆ
1
m7{6px´ 1q1{4
˙
,(B.10)
in which γiW
piq
˘ pγq Îi 1 for γ Ï 1.
(4) For 2 ď x Î m13{3, the asymptotic formula (B.10) holds with an error term
O
`
1{mx˘.
Proof. First let k “ 0 in (B.1). The estimate in (1) is clear. For 0 ă x ď 1, it is easy
to prove (compare (B.5))
log
1` ?1´ x2
x
´
a
1´ x2 ě 1
3
p2´ 2xq3{2.
Then (B.9) is a direct consequence of (B.1), (B.5), and (B.7).6 The asymptotic formula
(B.10) in (3) is obvious in view of (B.1), (B.5), and (B.8). As for (4), we let k “ 1
in (B.1). For x ě 2, it follows from (B.3), (B.4), and (B.6) that B0pζq “ Op1{ζ2q and
A1pζq “ Op1{ζ3q. By (B.6) and (B.8), the two lower-order main terms and the error term
in (B.1) are O
`
1{pmxq3{2˘, O`1{pmxq5{2˘, and O`1{m19{6x1{2˘, respectively; all of these
are Op1{mxq provided x Î m13{3. Q.E.D.
6Note that (B.9) would also follow from Nicholson’s asymptotic formula in [MOS, §3.14.3].
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Part 3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
14. Setup
We start with introducing the spectral mean of L-valuesÿ
fPB
ω f k
6pν f qL
`
1
2
, πb f ˘` cE
4π
ż 8
´8
ωptqk6ptq ˇˇL` 1
2
` it, π˘ˇˇ2 dt,
in which k6pνq is the test function defined in §6. Recall that k6pνq ą 0 for ν P a, and that
k6pνq Ï 1 if |ν3 ´ T3| ď M3 for all 3|S8. When f P B is exceptional in the sense that
ν f , 3 is not real for some 3|8, the weight k6pν f q would be negligibly small (although not
necessarily positive), for at this place 3 we have k6pν f , 3q “ o
`
e´T
2
3 {M23
˘
and T3 ě NpT qε
by assumption. Thus, in view of (3.21) in Lemma 3.6, along with the positivity of the
L-values, Theorem 1.1 follows if we are able to prove that the spectral mean is bounded by
N6pMqNpT q5{4`ε .
Applying the Approximate Functional Equations (5.9), (5.12), the above spectral mean
may be written as
2
ÿÿ
n1,n2ĂO
Apn1, n2q
Npn2
1
n2q1{2
# ÿ
fPB
ω f k
6pν f qλ f pn2qV
`
N
`
n21n2D
´3˘; ν f ˘
` cE
4π
ż 8
´8
ωptqk6ptqη`n2, 12 ` it˘V`N`n21n2D´3˘; t˘dt
+
.
By (5.13) in Lemma 5.1 (1), we may truncate the sum over n1, n2 at Npn21n2q ď NpT q3`ε .
We then apply (5.14) in Lemma 5.1 (1), in which we chooseU “ logNpT q. The error term
is again negligible, and we need to proveÿÿ
Npn2
1
n2qďNpTq3`ε
Apn1, n2q
Npn2
1
n2q1{2`u
# ÿ
fPB
ω f hpν f qλ f pn2q
` cE
4π
ż 8
´8
ωptqhptqη`n2, 12 ` it˘dt
+
Î N6pMqNpT q5{4`ε .
uniformly in u P rε ´ i logNpT q, ε ` i logNpT qs. By the Hecke relation (4.8), the left-hand
side is equal toÿÿÿ
Npd3n2
1
n2qďNpTq3`ε
µpdqApn1, 1qAp1, n2q
Npd3n2
1
n2q1{2`u
# ÿ
fPB
ω fhpν f qλ f pdn2q
` cE
4π
ż 8
´8
ωptqhptqη`dn2, 12 ` it˘dt
+
.
We now apply the Kuznetsov trace formula (3.18) in Proposition 3.5, with m1 “ dn2
and m2 “ O, obtaining a diagonal sum
c1H
ÿ
NpnqďNpTq3{2`ε
Apn, 1q
Npnq1`2u ,(14.1)
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and an off-diagonal sum
c2
ÿÿ
Npd3n2qďNpTq3`ε
ÿ
cP rCF
ÿ
ǫ POˆ{Oˆ2
ÿ
γPa´1{Oˆ
NpγqďNpTq3`ε{Npad3n2q
µpdqApn, 1qAp1, γaq
Npγad3n2q1{2`u
¨
ÿ
cPc´1
KSpǫγ, adD´1; 1{βd,D´1; c, cq
Npccq H
ˆ
ǫγ
βdc2
˙
,
(14.2)
in which a P rCF is determined by a „ pcDq2d´1, and βd “ βc,adD´1¨D´1 “ rpcDq2padq´1s.
Lemma 14.1. For the test function hpνq defined as in (6.1)–(6.3) (see also (5.8, 5.11)),
we have the following estimate forH (defined by (3.1, 3.16)),
HÎ N6pMqNpT q1`ε .(14.3)
Proof. In view of (3.1), (3.16), the integralH splits into the product ofż 8
´8
h3ptqtanhpπtqtdt
if 3 is real, and ż 8
´8
h3ptqt2dt
if 3 is complex, which, in view of (6.4) and Repuq “ ε , are bounded byż 8
0
e´pt´T3q
2{M23 t1`ε dt ` T´A3 Î M3T 1`ε3 ,
and ż 8
0
e´pt´T3q
2{M23 t2`ε dt ` T´A3 Î M3T 2`ε3 ,
respectively. Then (14.3) follows immediately. Q.E.D.
It follows from Cauchy–Schwarz, (4.15), and (14.3), that the diagonal sum in (14.1)
is bounded by N6pMqNpT q1`ε , as expected.
For the off-diagonal sum, our aim is to execute Voronoı¨ summation in the γ-variable,
so we must unfold the ǫγ-sum from a sum over a´1{Oˆ2 to a sum over a´1. For this, we
set q “ cc and fold the c-sum into a q-sum over ideals. Thus (14.2) is rewritten as
2c2
ÿÿ
Npd3n2qďNpTq3`ε
ÿ
cP rCF
µpdqApn, 1q
Npad3n2q1{2`u
¨
ÿ
q„c
1
Npqq
ÿ
γPa´1
NpγqďNpTq3`ε{Npad3n2q
Ap1, γaq
Npγq1{2`uKSpγ, adD
´1; 1{βd,D´1; cq, cqH
ˆ
γ
βdc
2
q
˙
,
(14.4)
where cq “ rc´1qs, and a, βd are defined after (14.2). In view of (2.1), it will be convenient
to introduce Vpbq P a` for every nonzero ideal b with
Vpbq3 “ Npbqθ3 , θ3 “ logT3{ logNpT q,(14.5)
so that
1{|βd|3 — VpdqN33 , |cq|3 — VpqqN33 ,(14.6)
for each 3|8. The main actors are q and γ, so we shall be concerned with the last two
summations in the second line of (14.4).
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15. First Reductions
Next, we need to do a smooth ∆-adic partition of unity in |γ|3 for each 3|8, where
∆ ą 1 is a fixed constant with log∆ small. However, when F is neither rational nor imagi-
nary quadratic, an issue with the infinitude of units is that one has |γ|3 Ñ 0 when γ ranges
in a´1 r t0u. This may be addressed by proving that if |γ|3 VpdqN33 {Vpqq2N33 ď T 2N33 (so thatˇˇ
γ{βdc2q
ˇˇ
3
Î T 2N33 by (14.6)) for any given 3|8 then the contribution is negligibly small;
critical are the second estimates for Bessel integrals in Corollary 8.4 and the assumption
that T3 is large (T3 ě NpT qε ) for every 3|8. To this end, we use Weil’s bound for Kloost-
erman sums (3.15) and the estimates for Bessel integrals in Corollary 8.4 to bound the
contribution byÿ
SĹS8
N6pMqNpT q1`ε
|T |2A1
S8rS
ÿÿ
Npd3n2qďNpTq3`ε
|Apn, 1q|
Npd3n2q1{2`ε
¨
ÿ
q„c
1
Npqq1{2´ε |Vpd´1q2q|1{2
S8rS
ÿ
γPFS8pT 2Vpd´1q2qq
NpγqÎNpTq3`ε{Npd3n2q
|Ap1, γaq|
|Npγq|ε |γ|1{2
S
,
where FS8pVq Ă F8 is defined in (4.17). Because of the occurrence of |T |2A
1
S8rS
, this sum
is negligibly small on choosing A1 to be large. Note that if (4.18) in Lemma 4.10 is applied
to bound the γ-sum by
NpT q9{4`ε
Npd3n2q3{4
ÿ
γPFS8pT 2Vpd´1q2qq
|Ap1, γaq|
|Npγq|3{4`ε |γ|1{2
S
Î NpT q
11{4`εNpqq1{2´ε
|T |SNpdq5{2Npnq3{2|Vpd´1q2q|1{2S
,
then
ˇˇ
Vpd´1q2qˇˇ1{2
S8rS
and |Vpd´1q2q|1{2
S
are combined into Npd´1q2q1{2.
We may therefore impose the condition |γ|3VpdqN33 {Vpqq2N33 ą T 2N33 for all 3|8. Note
that one has necessarily |γ|3 ą T p1´εqN33 for all 3|8, since Npdq ď NpT q1`ε . By a smooth
partition of unity on the γ-sum, the problem can be reduced to proving the following propo-
sition.
Proposition 15.1. Let d and q be integral ideals, with d square-free and Npdq ď
NpT q1`ε . Let a, c P rCF satisfy ad „ pcDq2. Set βd “ rpcDq2padq´1s. Let R P a` be
such that
NpRq ď NpT q3`ε{Npdq3.(15.1)
Fix ∆ ą 1 with log∆ small. For each 3|8, let f3prq be a smooth function supported on
rR3, ∆R3s satisfying f piq3 prq Îi plogNpT q{R3qi for all i ě 0. Suppose that Hpxq is the
Bessel transform of hpνq given in (3.16), with hpνq defined as in (6.1)–(6.3). Define
SdpT,Rq “
ÿ
q„c
1
Npqq
ÿ
γPa´1
Ap1, γaqKSpγ, adD´1; 1{βd,D´1; cq, cq f
ˆ
γ,
1
βdc
2
q
˙
,(15.2)
in which cq “ rc´1qs, the q-sum is finite, subject to the conditions
Vpd´1q2q3 Î R3{T 23 , 3|8,(15.3)
with Vpd´1q2q P a` defined as in (14.5), and f
`
x, 1{βdc2q
˘
is the product of
(15.4) f3
ˆ
x3,
1
βdc
2
q
˙
“ f3p|x3|qH
ˆ
x3
βdc
2
q
˙
.
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Then
SdpT,Rq Îε,π,F N6pMqNpT q1{2`ε pNpRqNpdqq3{4 ` N
6pMqNpRqNpdq
NpT q1{3´ε .(15.5)
To deduce Theorem 1.1 from Proposition 15.1, we use (15.5) to bound the sum in
(14.4) by the sum of
N6pMqNpT q1{2`ε
ÿÿ
Npd3n2qďNpTq3`ε
|Apn, 1q|
Npdq3{4Npnq
ˆ
NpT q3`ε
Npd3n2q
˙1{4
Î N6pMqNpT q5{4`ε
and
N6pMqNpT qε
NpT q1{3
ÿÿ
Npd3n2qďNpTq3`ε
|Apn, 1q|
Npdq1{2Npnq
ˆ
NpT q3`ε
Npd3n2q
˙1{2
Î N6pMqNpT q7{6`ε .
16. Application of the Voronoı¨ Summation
By Definition 3.2, we open the Kloosterman sum as follows,
KSpγ, adD´1; 1{βd,D´1; cq, cq “
ÿ
xPpadpcDq´1{adpcDq´1qqˆ
ψ8
ˆ
γx
cq
` x
´1
βdcq
˙
,
in which x´1 P ppadq´1cD{padq´1cDqqˆ is as defined in Definition 3.1. On applying
the Voronoı¨ summation formula in Proposition 4.8, up to the constant Npaq{NpDq3{2, the
γ-sum in SdpT,Rq is transformed intoÿ
bĂq1ĂO
1
Npbq1q
ÿ
γPapbq2
1
D3q´1rt0u
A
`
a´1bq21D
3γ, bq´1
1
˘
Tdpγ; q, q1q rfˆγ, 1
βdc
2
q
˙
,(16.1)
where b “ pd, qq´1q, the function rf `y,1{βdc2q˘ is the Hankel transform of f `x,1{βdc2q˘
(x, y P Fˆ8) as in Definition 4.4, withrf3`y3, 1{βdc2q˘ “ ż
F
ˆ
3
f3
`
x3, 1{βdc2q
˘
Jπ3px3y3qdx3,(16.2)
and the exponential sum
Tdpγ; q, q1q “
ÿ
xPpadpcDq´1{adpcDq´1qqˆ
ψ8
ˆ
x´1
βdcq
˙
Klbp1,´γcq{x; q1q.(16.3)
To see b “ pd, qq´1q, use x{cq P paD´1dq´1{aD´1dqˆ to deduce R “
 
3 : ord3pdq´1q ă
0
( “  3 : p3|pd, qq´1q( and ord3ppcq{xqaD´1q “ ord3pd´1qq “ ord3ppd, qq´1qq for every
3 P R.
We conclude that, up to a constant,
SdpT,Rq “
ÿÿÿ
q1|b, b|q, q„c
pb,dbq´1q“p1q
1
Npbq1qq
ÿ
γPapbq2
1
D3q´1
A
`
a´1bq21D
3γ, bq´1
1
˘
Tdpγ; q, q1q rfˆγ, 1
βdc
2
q
˙
,
(16.4)
where the q-sum is subject to the conditions in (15.3), and so are the q1- and b-sums.
17. Transformation of Exponential Sums
Next, we need to compute the exponential sum Tdpγ; q, q1q as in (16.3).
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17.1. The Special Case F “ Q. For purely expository purpose, we first compute the
exponential sum in the case when F “ Q. For this, Nunes [Nun] quoted a result of Blomer
[Blo] for the corresponding character sum and then set the character χ “ 1. However,
when χ “ 1, some of Blomer’s manipulations become unnecessary, so it is easier to just
compute in a direct manner.
More precisely, in the notation of [Blo, Nun], let a “ c “ c1 “ D “ p1q, d “ pδq,
βd “ 1{δ, q “ pcq, b “ pc1q(“ pc{pc, δqq), q1 “ pc1{n1q (n1|c1), cq “ c, cq1 “ c1{n1, and
γ “ n2
1
n2{c31. After suitable changes, the exponential sum in (16.3) turns intoÿ‹
dpmod cq
e
´d
c
¯
S pd, δ1n2; c1{n1q,(17.1)
where δ1 “ δ{pc, δq, and c, n2 could be have signs. For simplicity, set f1 “ c1{n1. Opening
the Kloosterman sum, we obtainÿ‹
dpmod cq
e
´d
c
¯ ÿ‹
apmod f1q
e
ˆ
ad
f1
` δ1an2
f1
˙
“
ÿ‹
apmod f1q
e
ˆ
δ1an2
f1
˙ ÿ‹
dpmod cq
e
ˆ
dpac{ f1 ` 1q
c
˙
.
The d-sum is a Ramanujan sum, and it may be evaluated with the aid of Mo¨bius inversion.
We then arrive at ÿ
c2|c
c2µpc{c2q
ÿ‹
apmod f1q
ac{ f1”´1pmod c2q
e
ˆ
δ1an2
f1
˙
.
By necessity, we have pc2, c{ f1q “ 1, and hence c2| f1 provided that c{c2 is square-free. To
see this, let pr}c, then pr} f1 if r ą 1, and p ∤ c2 if r “ 1 and p ∤ f1. By introducing the new
variable b “ pa` c{ f1q{c2, the sum above is transformed into
e
ˆ
´ δ1pc{ f1qn2
f1
˙ ÿ
c2| f1
pc2, c{ f1q“1
c2µpc{c2q
ÿ
bpmod f1{c2q
pbc2´c{ f1, f1q“1
e
ˆ
δ1bn2
f1{c2
˙
.
Finally, Mo¨bius inversion turns the innermost sum intoÿ
f2| f1
µp f2q
ÿ
bpmod f1{c2q
bc2”c{ f1pmod f2q
e
ˆ
δ1bn2
f1{c2
˙
.
By bc2 ” c{ f1pmod f2q, it is easy to see that if p| f2, then p}c (recall that pr} f1 for pr}c if
r ą 1), p| f1, and hence p ∤ c2. Let f˘1 denote the square-free part of f1. Then f2| f˘1 and
p f2, c2q “ 1; in particular, f2 divides f1{c2. Consequently, the sum above is equal toÿ
f2| f˘1
p f2, c2q“1
p f1{c2 f2q|n2
f1
c2 f2
µp f2qe
ˆ
δ1c2pc{ f1qn2
f1{c2
˙
,
in which c2c2 ” 1pmod f2q. We conclude that the exponential sum in (17.1) is equal to
e
ˆ
´ δ1pc{ f1qn2
f1
˙ ÿÿ
c2| f1, f2| f˘1
pc2, c{ f1q“pc2, f2q“1
c2 f2n2“ f1n12
f1
f2
µpc{c2qµp f2qe
ˆ
δ1c2pc{ f1qn12
f2
˙
.(17.2)
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17.2. The General Case. By Lemma 4.7, the Kloosterman sum in (16.3) is
Klbp1,´γcq{x; q1q “ ϕpq1q
ż
πpq1Dq´1
pOˆ
b
ψb
ˆ
y´ cqγ
xy
˙
dˆy.
Let pOˆ “ ś3∤8Oˆ3 . We may also transform the x-sum in (16.3) into an integral over
πadpcDq´1 pOˆ. Precisely,
Tdpγ; q, q1q “ ϕpqqϕpq1qIdpγ; q, q1q.(17.3)
where
Idpγ; q, q1q “
ż
πadpcDq´1
pOˆ
ż
πpq1Dq´1
pOˆ
b
ψ f
ˆ
´ 1
βdcqx
˙
ψb
ˆ
y´ cqγ
xy
˙
dˆydˆx.
On changing y into ´1{βdxy and then x into ´1{βdx,
Idpγ; q, q1q “
ż
πc´1q1
pOˆ
b
ψbpβdcqγyq
ż
πpcDq´1
pOˆ ψ f
ˆ
x
cq
˙
ψb
ˆ
x
y
˙
dˆxdˆy.
It is clear that Idpγ; q, q1qmay be factored into a product of local integrals I3pγ; q3, q13q (the d
is suppressed from the subscript for brevity). For non-Archimedean 3, define d3 “ ord3pDq,
r3 “ ord3pcq, s3 “ ord3pqq, and s13 “ ord3pq1q. For p3 ∤ b, the local integral is
I3pγ; q3,O3q “
ż
3pxq“´r3´d3
ψ3
ˆ
x
cq
˙
dˆx.(17.4)
For p3|b, the local integral is
I3pγ; q3, q13q “
ż
3pyq“s13´r3
ψ3pβdcqγyq
ż
3pxq“´r3´d3
ψ3
ˆ
x
ˆ
1
y
` 1
cq
˙˙
dˆxdˆy.(17.5)
The following lemma is standard.
Lemma 17.1. We have
pNpp3q ´ 1q
ż
3pxq“´r´d3
ψ3paxqdˆx “
$’&’%
Npp3q ´ 1, if 3paq ě r,
´ 1, if 3paq “ r ´ 1,
0, if otherwise.
For the case p3 ∤ b, Lemma 17.1 implies that the integral in (17.4) is just µpq3q{ϕpq3q.
For the case p3|b, we first observe that
3pβdcqγq ě r3 ´ 2s13 ´ d3,
for pβdq “ pcDq2padq´1, pcqq “ c´1q, γ P apbq21D3q´1, and b “ pd, qq´1q, so the integral
in (17.5) is reduced to that in (17.4) if s13 “ 0, and one may henceforth assume s13 ě 1.
On applying Lemma 17.1 to the x-integral in (17.5), we obtain
I3pγ; q3, q13q “
ÿ
ν“0,1
p´qνNpp3q1´ν
Npp3q ´ 1 I
ν
3 pγ; q3, q13q,(17.6)
with
Iν3 pγ; q3, q13q “
ż
3pyq“s13´r3
3py`cqqě s3`s13´r3´ν
ψ3pβdcqγyqdˆy, (ν “ 0, 1).(17.7)
First, consider the case when s3 ą ν. For s13 ă s3, we have 3py` cqq “ 3pcqq “ s13´ r3 ă
s3 ` s13 ´ r3 ´ ν, and hence Iν3 pγ; q3, q13q “ 0. For s13 “ s3, we introduce the new variable
w “ y`cq and evaluate the resultingw-integral on p2s3´r3´ν3 , it follows that Iν3 pγ; q3, q3q “ 0
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unless 3pβdcqγq ě r3 ´ 2s3 ´ d3 ` ν, in which case
Iν3 pγ; q3, q3q “ ψ3p´βdc2qγq
Npp3qν
ϕpq3q .
Next, we consider the remaining case when s3 “ s13 “ ν “ 1. Then the second condition
in (17.7) reads 3py ` cqq ě 1 ´ r3, and it can be dropped because it is implied by the first
condition 3pyq “ 1´ r3, along with 3pcqq “ 1´ r3. By Lemma 17.1,
I13 pγ; p3, p3q “
ÿ
µ“0,1
3pβdcqγqěr3´1´d3´µ
p´qµNpp3q1´µ
Npp3q ´ 1 .
Lemma 17.2. We have the following formulae for I3pγ; q3, q13q.
(1) I3pγ; q3,O3q “ µpq3q{ϕpq3q.
(2) For ord3pqq ą 1, we have I3pγ; q3, q13q “ 0 if ord3pqq ą ord3pq1q, and
I3pγ; q3, q3q “ ψ3p´βdc2qγq
Npp3q
Npp3q ´ 1
1
ϕpq3q
ÿ
ν“0,1
3pβdc2qγDqěν´3pqq
p´1qν.
(3)We have
I3pγ; p3, p3q “ ψ3p´βdc2qγq
Npp3q
pNpp3q ´ 1q2
ÿÿ
0ďµďνď1
3pβdc2qγDqěν´µ´1
p´1qν`µ
Npp3qµ ψ3pβdc
2
qγqµ.
As a consequence of (17.3) and Lemma 17.2 above, it is straightforward to deduce the
following formula for Tdpγ; q, q1q. The reader may compare (17.8) with (17.2).
Corollary 17.3. Let q˘1 denote the square-free part of q1. We have Tdpγ; q, q1q “ 0
unless pq1, qq´11 q “ p1q, in which case
Tdpγ; q, q1q “ ψbp´βdc2qγqµpqq´11 qNpq1q
ÿÿ
q2|q1, f|q˘1
pq2 , qq´11 q“pq2,fq“p1q
γPapbq1q2fD3q´1
µpq1q´12 qµpfq
Npfq ψfpβdc
2
qγq,(17.8)
where ψb and ψf are defined as in Definition 4.5.
18. Further Reductions
Set r “ pd, qq´1d. Note that 3pβdc2qγDq ě 0 and hence ψ3pβdc2qγq “ 1 if p3 ∤ rb. It
follows that the ψbp´βdc2qγq in (17.8) can be written as
ψbp´βdc2qγq “ ψ8pβdc2qγqψrpβdc2qγq,(18.1)
where we have used the fact that ψ is trivial on F.
Next, in view of (15.4), (16.2), and (11.1)–(11.3), we have
f3
ˆ
x3,
1
βdc
2
q
˙
“ w3
ˆ
x3
R3
,
R3
βdc
2
q
˙
, rf3ˆy3, 1
βdc
2
q
˙
“ R3rw3ˆR3y3, R3
βdc
2
q
˙
.
We combine the ψ8pβdc2qyq that occurred in (18.1) with rf `y,1{βdc2q˘ to formrf 6ˆy, 1
βdc
2
q
˙
“ 1
NpRqψ8pβdc
2
qγq rfˆy, 1
βdc
2
q
˙
(18.2)
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so that, according to (11.4), rf 63ˆy3, 1
βdc
2
q
˙
“ rw63ˆR3y3, R3
βdc
2
q
˙
.(18.3)
In light of our analysis in §11, it is very natural to introduce Φpxq such that
Φpβdc2qyq “
a
NpyqNpRq
N6pMqNpT q1`ε
rf 6ˆy, 1
βdc
2
q
˙
.(18.4)
Set d0 “ pd, qq, b “ b1q1, and q1 “ f1q2. By (17.8), (18.1), (18.2), and (18.4), we can
now reorganize the sum SdpT,Rq in (16.4) as follows:
N6pMqNpT q1`ε
a
NpRq
ÿ
d“d0r
1
Npd0q
ÿÿ
pb1,f1q“p1q
pb1f1,dq“p1q
µpd0b1qµpf1q
Npb1f1q2
ÿ
f|f1
µpfq
NpfqS
d,r
b1,f1,f
pT,Rq,(18.5)
with
(18.6) S
d,r
b1,f1,f
pT,Rq“
ÿ
pq2,db1fq“p1q
q“d0b1f1q2„c
ÿ
γPapb1ff21q32D3q´1
Apa´1b1pf1q2Dq3γ, b1q
Npq2q2
a
Npγq
ψrfpβdc2qγqΦpβdc2qγq,
where the sums over b1, f1, and q2 must be subject to the conditions (see (15.3)):
Vpb1f1q2q3 Î
a
R3Vpdq3{T3Vpd0q3, 3|8.(18.7)
Let c2 P rCF be such that d0b1f1 ¨ c2 „ c. Set cq2 “ rc´12 q2s and b2 “ pd0b1q´1rf1c2D. By
(2.1) and (14.5), we have
|cq2 |3 — Vpq2qN33 , 3|8.(18.8)
Substituting γ by γ{βdc2qcq2 , up to a harmless factor, we have
(18.9) S
d,r
b1,f1,f
pT,Rq “ Npd0b1f1qa
Npdq
ÿ
q2„c2
pq2,db1fq“p1q
ÿ
γb2Ăf1f´1
Apγb2, b1qa
Npγq2q
ψrfpγ{cq2qΦpγ{cq2q.
By Corollary 11.5, (14.6), and (18.8), for each 3|8, we have Φ3pγ{cq2q “ OpT´A3 q
when |γ|1{N33 ą
a
R3Vpdq3{Vpqq´12 q3. Arguing as in §15, we can impose the condition
γ P FØ8
`a
RVpdq{Vpqq´1
2
q˘ (see (4.17)), with the loss of a negligible error. Since we also
have Npγq Ï Npd0b1q{Nprfq Ï 1{Npdqq Ï 1{NpT q1{2`ε , due to (15.1) and (15.3), each
|γ|3 Ï T´A3 , so there is no issue with a ∆-adic partition in the γ-sum as we had in §15.
Again, the assumption that T3 ě NpT qε for all 3|8 is required here.
Definition 18.1. For V P a` and ∆ ą 1, define
F∆8pVq “
 
x P F8 : |x3| P rV3,
?
∆V3q for all 3 P S8
(
.(18.10)
Let σ P t0,´,`, 5u|S8| (σ3 “ 5 only if 3 is complex). As we have seen in §§11 and
13, each localΦ3 equals (the sum of)Φ
σ3 for σ3 “ 0,´,`, 5 in various circumstances; with
abuse of notation, Φ5 “ Φ5ρ or Φ50. The product of such Φσ3px3q will be denoted by Φσpxq.
Lemma 18.2. Let notation be as above. Fix ∆ ą 1 as in §13. Let C, Γ P a` satisfy
1 Î NpCq Î
a
NpRqNpdq
NpT qNpd0b1f1q ,
Npd0b1q
Nprfq Î NpΓq Î
a
NpRqNpdq
Npd0b1f1q ,(18.11)
and
1 Î C3 Î
a
R3Vpdq3
T3Vpd0b1f1q3 ,
1
T A3
Î Γ3 Î
a
R3Vpdq3
Vpd0b1f1q3 .(18.12)
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Define
(18.13) S
σpT,R;Γ,Cq “
ÿ
q2„c2
pq2,db1fq“p1q
cq2PF∆8pCq
ÿ
γb2Ăf1f´1
γPF∆8pΓq
Apγb2, b1qa
Npγq2q
ψrfpγ{cq2qΦσpγ{cq2q.
Then
S
σ
ρpT,R;Γ,Cq Î
Npdq5{4Npfq57{64
Npd0q2Npb1q57{64Npf1q25{64
NpT qεNpRq1{4
NpT q1{2
` Npdq
3{2Npfq57{64
Npd0q5{2Npb1q89{64Npf1q57{64
NpT qεNpRq1{2
NpT q4{3 .
(18.14)
Granted that Lemma 18.2 holds, we can now finish the proof of Proposition 15.1.
By the discussions above Lemma 18.2, the bound in (18.14) applies to the double sum in
(18.9), and hence
S
d,r
b1 ,f1,f
pT,Rq Î Npdq
3{4Npb1q7{64Npf1q39{64Npfq57{64
Npd0q
NpT qεNpRq1{4
NpT q1{2
` NpdqNpf1q
7{64Npfq57{64
Npd0q3{2Npb1q25{64
NpT qεNpRq1{2
NpT q4{3 .
Inserting this into (18.5), the sum SdpT,Rq is seen to be bounded by the sum of
N6pMqNpT q1{2`ε pNpRqNpdqq3{4
ÿ
d0|d
1
Npd0q2
ÿÿ
b1,f1
1
Npb1q121{64Npf1q89{64
ÿ
f|f1
1
Npfq7{64
and
N6pMqNpRqNpdq
NpT q1{3´ε
ÿ
d0|d
1
Npd0q5{2
ÿÿ
b1,f1
1
Npb1q153{64Npf1q121{64
ÿ
f|f1
1
Npfq7{64 ,
leading to the estimate in (15.5), for the summations over d0, b1, f1, f are bounded.
19. Completion: Proof of Lemma 18.2
For each σ3 P t0,´,`, 5u, we first apply Lemma 13.2, 13.4, and 13.6 to the local
Φσ3pγ{cq2q, so that the sum SσpT,R;Γ,Cq is reformulated in a form which is ready for the
hybrid large sieve in Corollary C.5. Then, after applying Corollary C.5, we infer that
S
σpT,R;Γ,Cq Î
b
TpT,Rq
b
T
σpT,R;Γ,Cq(19.1)
with
TpT,Rq “ NpT qε Nprfq
NpΓq
ÿ
γb2Ăf1f´1
γPF∆8pΓq
|Apγb2, b1q|2,(19.2)
and
T
σpT,R;Γ,Cq “ 1
NpAσq
ˆ
NpUσq ` NpCq
Nprfq
˙ˆ
NpUσq ` NpΓq
Npd0b1q
˙
.(19.3)
Recall that ρ or 0 are suppressed from subscripts when σ “ 5. By Lemma 4.11, with the
Kim–Sarnak exponent θ “ 7
32
as in (4.24),
TpT,Rq Î NpT qε Nprq
2Npf1q7{32Npfq57{32
Npd0qNpb1q25{32
.(19.4)
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Set
?
∆X “ Γ{C. We have
T
σpT,R;Γ,Cq Î NpU
σq2
NpAσq `
NpCUσq
NpAσq p1` NpXqq `
NpC2Xq
NpAσq .(19.5)
For the three summands in (19.5), we claim:
NpUσq2
NpAσq Î NpT q
ε ,(19.6)
NpCUσq
NpAσq p1` NpXqq Î
NpT qε
a
NpRqNpdq
NpT qNpd0b1f1q ,(19.7)
NpC2Xq
NpAσq Î
NpT qεNpRqNpdq
NpT q8{3Npd0b1f1q2
.(19.8)
Lemma 18.2 readily follows from (19.1), (19.4)–(19.8), with the observation that (19.6)
can be absorbed into (19.7).
Clearly, (19.6)–(19.8) follow from the local inequalities:
Uσ3?
Aσ3
Î T ε3 ,
Uσ3
Aσ3
p1` X3q Î T ε3 ,
C23X3
Aσ3
Î R3Z
2
3
T
8{3
3
,(19.9)
in which Z3 “
a
Vpdq3{Vpd0b1f1q3 so that the range of C3 in (18.12) reads
1 Î C3 Î
?
R3Z3
T3
.(19.10)
Note that the third inequality in (19.9) can be deduced from
X3
Aσ3
Î 1
T
2{3
3
.(19.11)
Moreover, if we define Λ3 “ R3{βdc2q (see (18.3)), then
|Λ3| — R3Z
2
3
C23
.(19.12)
It remains to verify (19.9) for various cases (alternatively, (19.11) for all the cases other
than σ “ `).
19.1. The Case σ “ 0. In this case, we have U0 “ T ε3 , A0 “ 1, and X3 ď T ε3 {|Λ3| Î
T ε3 {T 23 . Thus (19.9) and (19.11) are obvious.
19.2. The Case σ “ ´. In this case, we have U´ “ |X3Λ3|1{3, A´ “ |Λ3|, and
X3 Î
a
|Λ3|. Therefore
U´?
A´
“ X
1{3
3
|Λ3|1{6
Î 1, U
´
A´
p1` X3q Î X
1{3
3
|Λ3|1{6
Î 1, X3
A´
Î 1a
|Λ3|
Î 1
T3
,
as desired.
19.3. The Case σ “ `. In this case, we always have X3 —
a
|Λ3|, and, by (19.12),
C3X3 —
a
R3Z3.(19.13)
For T3 Î X3 Î T 2´ε3 , we have U` “ T 23 {X3, A` “ T 2´ε3 . Consequently,
U`?
A`
“ T
1`ε
3
X3
Î T ε3 ,
U`
A`
p1 ` X3q Î T ε3 ,
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and, it follows from (19.13) that
C23X3
A`
“ T
ε
3C
2
3X3
T 23
— T
ε
3R3Z
2
3
T 23 X3
Î T
ε
3R3Z
2
3
T 33
.
For X3 Ï T 2´ε3 , we have U` “ T ε3 , A` “ X3. Consequently,
U`?
A`
“ T
ε
3?
X3
Î T
ε
3
T3
,
U`
A`
p1` X3q Î T ε3 ,
and, it follows from (19.13) that
C23X3
A`
“ C23 —
R3Z
2
3
X23
Î T
ε
3R3Z
2
3
T 43
.
19.4. The Case σ “ 5. In this case, we always have |Λ3| — T 23 , and X3 — T3.
Firstly, for T ε3 {min
 pT3{M3q1{2, T 1{43 ( ă ρ Î 1, we have A5ρ “ T 23 ρ and U5ρ “ T3ρ2.
Therefore
U5ρb
A5ρ
“ ρ3{2 Î 1, U
5
ρ
A5ρ
p1` X3q Î ρ Î 1, X3
A5ρ
Î 1
T3ρ
ă 1
T
3{4`ε
3
.
Secondly, it follows from (13.11) that
U5
0b
A5
0
“ T
ε
3
T
1{3
3
,
U5
0
A5
0
p1` X3q Î T
ε
3
T
1{6
3
,
X3
A5
0
Î 1
T
2{3
3
,
if T ε3 ď M ď T 1{33 ,
U5
0b
A5
0
“ T
ε
3
pM3T3q1{4
,
U5
0
A5
0
p1` X3q Î T
ε
3
M
1{2
3
,
X3
A5
0
Î 1pM3T3q1{2
ă 1
T
2{3
3
,
if T
1{3
3 ă M3 ď T 1{23 , and
U50b
A5
0
“ M
3{4
3 T
ε
3
T
3{4
3
,
U50
A5
0
p1 ` X3q Î M
1{2
3 T
ε
3
T
1{2
3
,
X3
A5
0
Î 1pM3T3q1{2
ă 1
T
3{4
3
,
if T
1{2
3 ă M3 ď T 1´ε3 , all of which are satisfactory.
C. Gallagher’s Hybrid Large Sieve over Number Fields
In this appendix, we establish Gallagher’s hybrid large sieve [Gal, §1] over number
fields.
Let notation be as in §2. Recall that pa “ ś3|8 pa3 is the unitary dual of Fˆ8; pa3 “
Rˆ t0, 1u if 3 is real and pa3 “ Rˆ Z if 3 is complex.
Let a “ R|S8| and a` “ R|S8|` . For U P a`, definepapUq “  pν,mq P pa : |ν3|, |m3| ď U3 for all 3|8(.(C.1)
For y P Fˆ8 and δ P a`, with δ3 ă π for each 3|8, define
Fˆ8py; δq “
 
x P Fˆ8 : N3
ˇˇ
log |x|3 ´ log |y|3
ˇˇ
,
ˇˇ
argpx3q ´ argpy3q
ˇˇ ď δ3 for all 3|8(,(C.2)
where argpx3q lies on the circle R{2πZ (argpx3q “ 0 or π if 3 is real).
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Let a be a fractional ideal of F. Let S pν,mq be an absolutely convergent series as
follows,
Sapν,mq “
ÿ
γPart0u
aγχ iν,mpγq, aγ P C.(C.3)
Proposition C.1. Let U P a` be such that U3 ě 1 for all 3|8. We haveżż
papUq |Sapν,mq|2dµpν,mq ÎF NpUq2
ż
F
ˆ
8
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
γPFˆ8py;1{UqXa
aγ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
dˆy.(C.4)
Proof. Set δ “ 1{U. The right-hand side of (C.4) may be written asż
F
ˆ
8
ˇˇ
Cδapyq
ˇˇ2
dˆy, Cδapyq “
1
Npδq
ÿ
γPFˆ8py;δqXa
aγ.
Put Fδpxq “ 1{Npδq or 0 according as x P Fˆ8p1; δq or not. Then
Cδapyq “
ÿ
γPart0u
aγFδpy` γq.
Taking the Mellin transform (see (2.2)), we get C˘δa “ Sa ¨ F˘δ. Since the series (C.3)
converges absolutely, Cδ is a bounded integrable function, and hence is square-integrable.
By Plancherel’s theorem (see (2.4)),ż
F
ˆ
8
ˇˇ
Cδapyq
ˇˇ2
dˆy “ 1
c
żż
pa
ˇˇ
Sapν,mqF˘δpν,mq
ˇˇ2
dµpν,mq,
where c “ 22r1`2r2πr1`2r2 . Since F˘δpν,mq is the product of$’’&’’%
2 sinpδ3ν3q
δ3ν3
, if 3 is real,
2 sinpδ3ν3q
δ3ν3
2 sinpδ3m3q
δ3m3
, if 3 is complex,
we have F˘δpν,mq Ï 1 for pν,mq P pap1{δq, and the result follows. Q.E.D.
We shall apply (C.4) to sums of the form
Sapχ ; ν,mq “
ÿ
γPart0u
aγχpγqχ iν,mpγq.(C.5)
where χ P {pa{anqˆ is induced from a character χ : pO{nqˆ Ñ Cˆ via a (fixed) isomor-
phism pa{anqˆ Ñ pO{nqˆ (see Definition 3.1), and χpγq “ χpγ ` anq or 0 according as
γ` an P pa{anqˆ or not.
Lemma C.2. We haveÿ
χP{pa{anqˆ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
γPFˆ8py;δqXa
aγχpγq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
ÎF
ˆ
Npnq ` NpyqEpδq
Npaq
˙ ÿ
γPFˆ8py;δqXa
|aγ|2,(C.6)
where Epδq “ś3|8 `eδ3 ´ e´δ3˘p2δ3qN3´1 so that NpyqEpδq is the area of Fˆ8py; δq.
Proof. By the orthogonality relations and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, the left-
hand side of (C.6) is
ϕpnq
ÿ
xPpa{anqˆ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
γPFˆ8py;δqXpx`anq
aγ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
Î ϕpnq
ÿ
xPpa{anqˆ
ˆ
NpyqEpδq
Npanq ` 1
˙ ÿ
γPFˆ8py;δqXpx`anq
|aγ|2.
Q.E.D.
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Proposition C.3. Let U P a` be such that U3 ě 1 for all 3|8. We haveÿ
χP{pa{anqˆ
żż
papUq |Sapχ; ν,mq|2dµpν,mq ÎF
ÿ
γPart0u
pNpUqNpnq ` Npγa´1qq|aγ|2.(C.7)
Proof. Using (C.4) and (C.6), the left-hand side of (C.7) is bounded by
NpUq2
ż
F
ˆ
8
ÿ
χP{pa{anqˆ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
γPFˆ8py;1{UqXa
aγχpγq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
dˆy
Î NpUq2
ż
F
ˆ
8
ˆ
Npnq ` NpyqEp1{Uq
Npaq
˙ ÿ
γPFˆ8py;1{UqXa
|aγ|2dˆy.
The coefficient of |aγ|2 here is
NpUq2Npnq
żż
F
ˆ
8pγ;1{Uq
dˆy` NpUq
2Ep1{Uq
Npaq
żż
F
ˆ
8pγ;1{Uq
dy
“ Np2UqNpnq ` NpUq
2Ep1{Uq2Npγq
Npaq
Î NpUqNpnq ` Npγa´1q.
Q.E.D.
C.1. A Corollary of Gallagher’s Large Sieve.
Definition C.4. Let U P a` and pκ, nq P pa. Definepaκ,npUq “  pν,mq P pa : apν3 ´ κ3q2 ` pm3 ´ n3q2 Î U3 for all 3|8(.(C.8)
Note that pa0,0pUq “ papUq if we slightly modify the definition of papUq in (C.1). See
also Definition 13.1.
Corollary C.5. Let c P rCF . For q „ c, define cq “ rc´1qs. Let a and n be ideals, with
n Ă O and pacDqn “ n´1 (see Definition 4.5). Let C, Γ P a` and F∆8pCq, F∆8pΓq be defined
as in Definition 18.1. Let aγ and bq be sequences of complex numbers for γ P F∆8pΓq and
q „ c with cq P F∆8pCq. Define
S npC, Γ; ν,m; a, bq “
ÿ
q„c
pq,nq“p1q
cqPF∆8pCq
ÿ
γPa
γPF∆8pΓq
aγbqψnpγ{cqqχ iν,mpγ{cqq.(C.9)
Let U P a` be such that U3 Ï 1 for all 3|8. For κ, n P a, define paκ,npUq as in (C.8). Thenżż
paκ,npUq |S npC, Γ; ν,m; a, bq|dµpν,mq
Î Npnq1{2`εpNpUq ` NpCq{Npnqq1{2pNpUq ` NpΓq{Npanqq1{2}a}2}b}2,
(C.10)
where }a}22 “
ř
γ |aγ|2 and }b}22 “
ř
q |bq|2.
Proof. By changing aγ and bq into aγχ iκ,npγq and bqχ iκ,npcqq if necessary, we may
assume that paκ,npUq “ papUq. Moreover, we set aγ “ bq “ 0 if γ R F∆8pΓq or cq R F∆8pCq.
Next, we reformulate S npC, Γ; ν,m; a, bq in (C.9) asÿ
m|n
ÿ
q„c
pq,nq“p1q
ÿ
γPanm´1
pγcDqm“m´1
aγbqψmpγ{cqqχ iν,mpγ{cqq
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For χ P {`pmDmq´1{D´1m ˘ˆ , define the Gauss sum
τpχq “
ÿ
xPppmDmq´1{D´1m qˆ
χpxqψmpxq.
It is well-known that |τpχq| ď
a
Npmq. By the orthogonality relation,
ψmpγ{cqq “ 1
ϕpmq
ÿ
χP {ppmDmq´1{D´1m qˆ
χpγ{cqqτpχq,
for pq,mq “ p1q and pγcDqm “ m´1. From these, we deduce that the left-hand side of
(C.10) is bounded byÿ
m|n
a
Npmq
ϕpmq
ÿ
χP {ppmDmq´1{D´1m qˆ
żż
papUq
ˇˇ
S anm´1pχ ; ν,mqS c´1pχ ; ν,mq
ˇˇ
dµpν,mq,
where
S anm´1pχ ; ν,mq “
ÿ
γPanm´1
pγcDqm“m´1
aγχpγqχ iν,mpγq, S c´1pχ ; ν,mq“
ÿ
q„c
pq,nq“p1q
bqχpcqqχ iν,mpcqq.
Finally, the bound in (C.10) readily follows from Cauchy–Schwarz and Proposition C.3.
Q.E.D.
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